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Key to Ability Levels
 BL  Below level  AL  Above level

 OL  On level  ELL  English 
Language Learners

Key to Teaching Resources
 Print Material  DVD

  CD-Rom  Transparency

Levels  Resources Chapter
Opener

Section
1

Section
2

Section
3

Chapter
AssessBL OL AL ELL

 FOCUS
BL OL AL ELL Daily Focus Skills 

Transparencies
3, 14 3 24

 TEACH
BL OL ELL Guided Reading Activities* p. 13 p. 14 p. 15

BL OL AL ELL Economic Content Vocabulary Activities* p. 5 p. 5 p. 5

OL AL Critical Thinking Activities p. 5

BL OL ELL Reading Essentials and Note-Taking Guide* p. 37 p. 40 p. 43

AL Enrichment Activities p. 5

BL OL AL ELL Primary and Secondary Source Readings p. 9 p. 9

BL OL AL ELL Economic Cartoons p. 7

BL OL AL ELL Hands-On Economics p. 5

BL OL AL ELL Math Practice for Economics p. 5 p. 5

BL OL AL ELL Economics Forms and Financial Pages 
Transparencies, Strategies, and Activities p. 17

BL OL AL ELL Reinforcing Economic Skills p. 15

BL OL ELL High School Reading in the Content Area 
Strategies and Activities ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

BL OL AL ELL High School Writing Process 
Transparencies ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

BL OL AL ELL Writer’s Guidebook ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
BL OL AL ELL StudentWorks Plus CD-ROM ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

BL OL AL ELL Vocabulary PuzzleMaker CD-ROM ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

*Also available in Spanish

Planning Guide
CHAPTER

5
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Plus

All-In-One Planner and Resource Center

• Interactive Lesson Planner
• Interactive Teacher Edition
• Fully editable blackline masters
• Economics & You videos

• Differentiated Lesson Plans
• Printable reports of daily 

assignments
• Standards tracking system

116B

Levels  Resources Chapter
Opener

Section
1

Section
2

Section
3

Chapter
AssessBL OL AL ELL

 TEACH (continued)

BL OL AL ELL Economics & You Video Program DVD—
What is Supply? ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

BL OL AL ELL Graph Coach CD-ROM ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Teacher 
Resources

Differentiated Instruction Strategies ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Success with English Learners ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Presentation Plus! CD-ROM ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

 ASSESS
BL OL AL ELL Section Quizzes and Chapter Tests p. 57 p. 58 p. 59 pp. 61, 

65

BL OL AL ELL Authentic Assessment Strategies and Activities p. 5

BL OL AL ELL ExamView® Assessment Suite CD-ROM 5-1 5-2 5-3 Ch. 5

BL OL AL ELL Interactive Tutor Self-Assessment CD-ROM 5-1 5-2 5-3

 CLOSE
BL ELL Reteaching Activities* p. 5 p. 5 p. 5

BL OL ELL Reading and Study Skills Foldables p. 52 p. 46 p. 46

BL OL AL ELL Graphic Organizer 
Transparencies

p. 29

*Also available in Spanish

Planning Guide
CHAPTER

5
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Glencoe Media Center

❯ glencoe.com

Study-To-Go
• Vocabulary 

eFlashcards

• Self-Check Quizzes

❯ Audio/Video
• Student Edition 

Audio

• Spanish 
Summaries

• Economics & You 
Videos
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Technology Product
Glencoe’s Vocabulary PuzzleMakerTM 3.1 CD-ROM is an 
easy-to-use program that lets you create your own 
puzzles based on the glossary for classroom use. The 
PuzzleMaker allows you to 
• create word search puzzles based on content 

vocabulary and academic vocabulary that is specific 
to what is taught in the classroom;

• create online (LAN-based, or local area network) or 
paper word search puzzles.

Objectives
After students complete the word search puzzles, they 
will be able to 
• recall academic vocabulary terms based on the clues 

provided for a puzzle;

• reinforce their understanding of the vocabulary.

Online Word Search Puzzles

Steps
• Run PuzzleMakerTM 3.1. On the main menu, click on 

Create a New Puzzle. 
• Select the Puzzle Database for the vocabulary. 

• The PuzzleMaker Wizard will take you through 
selecting a puzzle type and grid type.

• Then select one or more chapters from the list. 
Indicate whether you want the words selected 
randomly or manually.

• Select the language and words you wish to use 
within the maximum for the puzzle. Click Finish.

• Save your word search puzzle to a location 
that is easily accessible by your students with 
PuzzlePlayerTM 3.1, or print copies for your students 
to complete.

• Use PuzzlePlayerTM 3.1 to review the puzzles after 
your students have worked on and saved them.

Student Teacher Parent

Beyond the Textbook ● ● ●

Chapter Overviews ● ● ●

ePuzzles and Games ● ●

Concepts in Motion ● ●

Multi-Language Glossaries ● ●

Online Student Edition ● ● ●

Self-Check Quizzes ● ●

Student Web Activities ● ●

Study CentralTM ● ●

Time Current Events ● ● ●

Teaching Today ●

Vocabulary eFlashcards ● ●

Web Activity Lesson Plans ●

Integrating Technology
CHAPTER

5
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• Timed Readings Plus in Social Studies helps
students increase their reading rate and fluency while 
maintaining comprehension. The 400-word passages 
are similar to those found on state and national 
assessments.

• Reading in the Content Area: Social Studies 
concentrates on six essential reading skills that help 
students better comprehend what they read. The 
book includes 75 high-interest nonfiction passages 
written at increasing levels of difficulty.

• Reading Social Studies includes strategic reading 
instruction and vocabulary support in Social Studies 
content for both ELLs and native speakers of English. 
www.jamestowneducation.com

116D

Use this database to search more than 30,000 titles to create a 
customized reading list for your students. 

• Reading lists can be organized by students’ reading level, 
author, genre, theme, or area of interest.

• The database provides Degrees of Reading PowerTM (DRP) 
and LexileTM readability scores for all selections.

• A brief summary of each selection is included.

Leveled reading suggestions for this chapter:
For students at a Grade 10 reading level:
• Networking to Find a Job, by Stuart Schwartz 

& Craig Conley

For students at a Grade 11 reading level:
• Futurelife: The Biotechnology Revolution, 

by Alvin Silverstein & Virginia Silverstein

For students at a Grade 12 reading level:
• Our Own Devices: The Past and Future of Body 

Technology, by Edward Tenner

* Review suggested books before assigning them.

Reading
List Generator

CD-ROM

Voluntary Standards Emphasized in Chapter 5

Content Standard 2 Effective decision making requires 
comparing the additional costs of alternatives with the 
additional benefits. Most choices involve doing a little more 
or a little less of something: few choices are “all or nothing” 
decisions.

Content Standard 8 Prices send signals and provide 
incentives to buyers and sellers. When supply or demand 
changes, market prices adjust, affecting incentives. 

Resources Available from NCEE
• Virtual Economics®: An Interactive Center for Economic 

Education Version 3.0
• Capstone: The Nation’s High School Economics Course 
• Focus: High School Economics, Second Edition
• Mathematics and Economics: Connections for Life, 

Grades 9–12

To order these materials, or to contact your State Council 
on Economic Education about workshops and programs, 
call 1-800-338-1192 or visit the NCEE Web site at 
store.ncee.net.

Additional Chapter Resources
CHAPTER

5
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INTRODUCING CHAPTER 5
CHAPTER

5 Supply

Why It Matters
In order to earn some extra 
money, you are considering 
opening a lawn or babysitting 
service. Brainstorm the resources 
you would need. What specific 
services would you offer? What 
prices would you charge? What 
information do you need to 
determine answers to these and 
other questions? Read Chapter 5 
to find out about the factors that 
influence how businesses make 
production decisions.

The BIG Ideas

1. Buyers and sellers voluntarily 
interact in markets, and market 
prices are set by the interaction 
of demand and supply.

2. The profit motive acts as 
an incentive for people to 
produce and sell goods and 
services.

Chapter Overview Visit the 
Economics: Principles and Practices Web site at glencoe.com and click 
on Chapter 5—Chapter Overviews to preview chapter information.

Firms base their supply 
of products on production 

costs and the price they 
can charge for the product. 

116 UNIT 2
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Dinah Zike’s 
Foldables are 

three-dimensional, interactive 
graphic organizers that help 
students practice basic writing 
skills, review key vocabulary 
terms, and identify main 
ideas. Have students complete 
this chapter’s Foldable activity 
or activities in Dinah Zike’s 
Reading and Study Skills 
Foldables booklet.  OL 

The BIG Ideas
As students study the chapter, 
remind them to consider the 
chapter-based Big Ideas. The 
Essential Question in the 
chapter launch activity below 
ties in to the Big Ideas and helps 
students think about and 
understand important chapter 
concepts. In addition, the Hands-
On Chapter Project relates the 
content from each section to the 
Big Ideas. The steps in each 
section build on each other and 
culminate in the Wrap-Up Activity 
on the Visual Summary page.

To generate 
student 
interest and 

provide a springboard for class 
discussion, access the Economics 
& You Topic 5 video, What is 
Supply?, at glencoe.com or on 
the video DVD.

Activity: Launching the Chapter

Speculating Have students brainstorm 
products that they purchase regularly, 
including the prices of those products. 
Then ask whether there has ever been a 
change in the price they pay for a product. 
Have a volunteer read aloud the Big Ideas. 
Ask students to explain how market prices 
set by demand and supply relate to profit 
motive. Essential Question: How do firms 
make decisions about their supply of 

products and the prices they charge for 
them? (Students may suggest that a firm’s 
production of goods and the price for those 
goods is determined by demand.) As they 
read this chapter, encourage students to 
look for guidelines that suppliers use in 
making decisions about production, 
pricing, and profits.  OL 

Introduce students to chapter 
content and key terms by 
having them access Chapter 5
—Chapter Overviews at 
glencoe.com.
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Resource
Manager

CHAPTER 5, SECTION 1

GUIDE TO READING

CHAPTER 5 Supply 117

SECTION

1 What is Supply?

Section Preview
In this section, you will learn that the higher the price of 
a product, the more of it a producer will offer for sale.

Content Vocabulary

• supply (p. 117) • quantity supplied  (p. 119)

• Law of Supply  (p. 117) • change in quantity 
• supply schedule  (p. 118) supplied (p. 119)

• supply curve  (p. 118) • change in supply  (p. 120)

• market supply curve • subsidy (p. 122)

 (p. 119) • supply elasticity  (p. 124)

Academic Vocabulary

• various (p. 118) • interaction (p. 120)

Reading Strategy

Describing As you read the section, complete a 
graphic organizer similar to the one below by 
describing the causes for a change in supply.

COMPANIES IN THE NEWS
Flu Shot Gold Rush

Last year, the U.S. flu shot market was so unappealing that 

only two players were producing injectable vaccine—leading to a 

serious shortage when one of them, Chiron, had to shut down its 

plant. Now, it seems, non-U.S. firms are rushing to make influenza 

vaccine.

Today, CSL Limited, a $2 billion biopharmaceutical firm based 

in Melbourne, Australia, is announcing plans to invest more than 

$60 million to enter the U.S. flu shot business. It expects to compete 

with Sanofi-Aventis, GlaxoSmithKline and Novartis, which plans 

to buy Chiron. . . . CSL [hopes to] be able to move 20 million doses, 

giving it a 10% to 15% market share. ■

The concept of supply is based on volun-

tary decisions made by producers, whether 

they are proprietorships working out of 

their homes or large corporations. A pro-

ducer might decide to offer one amount for 

sale at one price and a different quantity 

at another price. Supply, then, is defined 

as the amount of a product that would be 

offered for sale at all possible prices that 

could prevail in the market.

Because producers receive payment for 

their products, it comes as no surprise that 

they will offer more at higher prices. This 

forms the basis for the Law of Supply, 

the principle that suppliers will normally 

offer more for sale at high prices and less 

at lower prices. The promise of high prices, 

and hopefully high profits, is what lured 

the company in the news story into enter-

ing the U.S. market.

—www.forbes.com

supply amount
of a product offered 
for sale at all possible 
prices

Law of Supply 
principle that more will 
be offered for sale at 
higher prices than at 
lower prices

Change in
Supply
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Focus

Bellringer
Daily Focus Transparency 14

Daily Focus Transparencies

C HANGES IN SUPPLY AND EQUILIBRIUM 

1. According to this quote, what is equilibrium?

2. If the economic model of supply and demand is “a vast 
oversimplification,” why do economists use it?
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“Rather amazingly, equilibrium is reached through
thousands of individual decisions. It is the price and
quantity levels to which the forces of the market
naturally gravitate. No one tells anyone else what
to do….

The bottom line is that we have to ask what 
difference all of this makes since 
[the supply-demand model]
obviously is a vast oversim-
plification of our economic
behavior. The answer is
that the tendencies
[that] the graphs and
schedules portray really
are typical behaviors.”

—Elaine Schwartz, economist

Possible Answers to Graphic: 
cost of resources—change in 
the cost of productive inputs 
can cause change in supply; 
productivity—can go up or 
down depending on workers, 
which also affects supply; 
technology—can affect supply 
by lowering cost of production 
or increasing productivity; taxes 
and subsidies—taxes going up 
or down can affect supply; 
expectations—people’s 
expectations of future 
prices can affect supply

GUIDE TO READING

R   Reading 
Strategies C   Critical 

Thinking D   Differentiated 
Instruction W   Writing 

Support S   Skill 
Practice

Teacher Edition
• Identifying, p. 121
• Monitoring, p. 124
• Summarizing, p. 125

Additional Resources
• Guid. Read. Act., p. 13
• Read. Ess. & Note-

Taking Guide, p. 37

Teacher Edition
• Analyzing, pp. 119, 121
• Det. Cause/Effect, 

p. 121

Additional Resources
• Authentic Assess., p. 5
• Pri./Sec. Source Read., 

p. 9
• Enrichment Act., p. 5

Teacher Edition
• Logical/Math., p. 120
• Kinesthetic, p. 123
• ELL, p. 124

Additional Resources
• Econ. Cartoons, p. 7
• Math Prac. for Econ., 

p. 5
• Crit. Think. Act., p. 5

Teacher Edition
• Personal Writing, 

p. 118
• Narrative Writing, 

p. 122

Additional Resources
• Writer’s Guidebook
• Reading and Study 

Skills Fold., p. 52

Teacher Edition
• Visual Literacy, p. 118
• Analyzing Graphs, 

pp. 119, 126

Additional Resources
• Graph. Org. Trans., 

p. 29
• Daily Focus Trans. 3, 14
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Additional 
Support

CHAPTER 5, SECTION 1

SUPPLY SCHEDULE A SUPPLY CURVE B
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5

An Introduction to Supply
MAIN Idea  Supply can be illustrated by a 

supply schedule or a supply curve.

Economics & You Earlier you learned how to 
illustrate demand using schedules and graphs. Read 
on to learn how to illustrate supply.

All suppliers of products must decide 

how much to offer for sale at various 

prices—a decision made according to what 

is best for the individual seller. What is best 

depends, in turn, upon the cost of produc-

ing the goods or services. The concept of 

supply, like demand, can be illustrated in 

the form of a table or a graph.

The Supply Schedule
The supply schedule is a listing of the 

various quantities of a particular product 

supplied at all possible prices in the mar-

ket. Panel A of Figure 5.1 presents a hypo-

thetical supply schedule for CDs. It shows 

the quantities of CDs that will be supplied 

at various prices, other things being equal. 

If you compare it to the demand schedule 

in Panel A of Figure 4.1 on page 92, you 

will see that the two are remarkably simi-

lar. The main difference between them is 

that for supply, the quantity goes up when 

the price goes up—rather than down as in 

the case of demand.

The Individual Supply Curve
The data presented in the supply sched-

ule can also be illustrated graphically 

as the upward-sloping line in Panel B of 

Figure 5.1. To draw it, all we do is transfer 

each of the price-quantity observations in 

the schedule over to the graph, and then 

connect the points to form the curve. The 

result is a supply curve, a graph showing 

the various quantities supplied at all possi-

ble prices that might prevail in the market 

at any given time.

All normal supply curves have a positive 

slope that goes up from the lower left-hand 

corner of the graph to the upper right-hand 

corner. This shows that if the price goes up, 

the quantity supplied will go up too.

Figure 5.1 Supply of Compact Discs

 The supply schedule and the supply curve both show the quantity of CDs supplied in 
the market at every possible price. Note that a change in the quantity supplied appears 
as a movement along the supply curve.

 Economic Analysis  How does the Law of Supply differ from the 
Law of Demand?

supply  schedule 
a table showing how 
much a producer will 
supply at all possible 
prices

supply curve 
a graph that shows the 
different amounts of a 
product supplied over 
a range of possible 
prices

W

S
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Teach

W  Writing Support
Personal Writing Have 
students imagine that they 
manufacture sneakers. At some 
point in the manufacturing 
process, the price of a pair of 
sneakers goes up to $800 a 
pair. Have each student write 
a paragraph explaining why
he or she is choosing to
supply more sneakers.  OL 

S  Skill Practice
Visual Literacy Ask: How does 
the supply curve compare to the 
demand curve you read about in 
the previous chapter? (It slopes in 
the opposite direction.)  BL 

Answer: For the Law of Supply, 
quantity varies directly with the 
price, rather than inversely as 
with the Law of Demand.

Economic Analysis

Activity: Hands-On Economics

Illustrating Ideas Draw a two-column 
table on the board with “Pay Per Hour” 
and “Students Willing to Work” as column 
headings. In the “Pay” column, list the figures 
$1 through $10. State that you need help to 
clean the classroom. Ask who would be 
interested in the job at a wage of $1 an hour.

Record the number in the “Students Willing 
to Work” column, and then repeat the process 
for all other hourly rates. Tell students that 
they have provided an example of the Law of 
Supply. Have students use the data in the chart 
to construct a graph similar to Figure 5.1.  ELL 
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Support

CHAPTER 5, SECTION 1

CHAPTER 5 Supply 119

While the supply schedule and curve 

in Figure 5.1 represent the voluntary deci-

sions of a single, hypothetical producer 

of CDs, we should realize that supply is 

a very general concept. In fact, you are a 

supplier whenever you look for a job and 

offer your services for sale. Your economic 

product is your labor, and you would prob-

ably be willing to supply more labor for a 

high wage than for a low one.

The Market Supply Curve
The supply schedule and curve in 

Figure 5.1 show the information for a single 

firm. Frequently, however, we are more inter-

ested in the market supply curve, the sup-

ply curve that shows the quantities offered 

at various prices by all firms that offer the 

product for sale in a given market.

To obtain the data for the market supply 

curve, add the number of CDs that indi-

vidual firms would produce, and then plot 

them on a separate graph. In Figure 5.2, point 

a on the market supply curve represents six 

CDs—four supplied by the first firm and 

two by the second—that are offered for sale 

at a price of $15. In the same way, point b 

on the curve represents a total of nine CDs 

offered for sale at a price of $20.

A Change in Quantity Supplied
The quantity supplied is the amount 

that producers bring to market at any given 

price. A change in quantity supplied is 

the change in amount offered for sale in 

response to a change in price. In Figure 5.1, 

for example, four CDs are supplied when 

the price is $15. If the price increases to 

$20, six CDs are supplied. If the price then 

changes to $25, seven units are supplied.

These changes illustrate a change in the 

quantity supplied, which—like the case of 

demand—shows as a movement along the 

supply curve. Note that the change in quan-

tity supplied can be an increase or a decrease, 
depending on whether more or less of a 

product is offered. For example, the move-

ment from a to b in Figure 5.1 shows an 

increase because the number of products 

offered for sale goes from four to six when 

SUPPLY CURVE 
OF FIRM A 

SUPPLY CURVE 
OF FIRM B 

MARKET SUPPLY CURVE
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a’ 
b’ 

a’’ 
b’’ 

SSS

Add the first
supply curve . . .

 . . . to the second
supply curve . . .

 . . . to get the 
market supply
curve.

Figure 5.2 Individual and Market Supply Curves

 The market supply curve shows the quantities supplied by all firms that offer the 
product for sale in a market. Point a on the market supply curve represents the four 
CDs that Firm A would supply and the two CDs that Firm B would supply, at a price 
of $15, for a total of six CDs.

 Economic Analysis  Why are the supply curves upward sloping?

See StudentWorks™ Plus 
or glencoe.com.

market supply 
curve  a graph that 
shows the various 
amounts offered by all 
firms over a range of 
possible prices

quantity  supplied 
amount offered for sale 
at a given price

change in 
 quantity  supplied 
change in amount 
offered for sale when 
the price changes

C

S
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Activity: Collaborative Learning

Predicting Organize students into 
teams of three to play the Supply Curve 
Game. Choose two teams and give each 
team two flashcards—one saying LEFT and 
the other saying RIGHT. Present scenarios 
such as the following: If the price for raw 
materials used in making CDs falls, will the 
supply curve for CDs shift left or right? 
Team members should display

their flashcards with the correct answer. If 
any team member displays the flashcard 
incorrectly, that team is disqualified and a 
new team joins the game. Continue the 
game until all teams have competed.  OL 

Grouping Students As 

you make assignments, create 

groups where students have 

mixed achievement levels, avoid 

putting friends together in a 

group, and place only one special 

needs student in each group.

S  Skill Practice
Analyzing Graphs Ask: Why is 
quantity supplied plotted on the 
horizontal axis? (Possible answers: 
because the price is supplied on the 
vertical axis; because the quantity is 
the variable being controlled)  AL 

C  Critical Thinking
Analyzing Have students 
explain the relationship between 
individual supply curves and 
market supply curves. (Possible 
answer: Individual supply curves 
illustrate information from single, 
individual firms. Market supply 
curves illustrate information 
from all firms that offer a product 
for sale.)  OL 

Answer: because the Law of 
Supply states that more will be 
offered for sale at high prices 
than low prices

Economic Analysis
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Instruction

CHAPTER 5, SECTION 1

CHANGE IN SUPPLY BSUPPLY SCHEDULE A
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the price goes up. If the movement along 

the supply curve had been from point b to 

point a, there would have been a decrease 

in quantity supplied because the number 

of products offered for sale went down. It 

makes no difference whether we are talking 

about an individual supply curve or a mar-

ket supply curve. In either case, a change 

in quantity supplied takes place whenever 

a change in price affects the amount of a 

product offered for sale.

In a market economy, producers usu-

ally react to changing prices in just this 

way. While the interaction of supply and 

demand usually determines the final price 

of the product, the producer normally has 

the freedom to adjust production up or 

down. Take oil as an example. If the price 

of oil falls, the producer may offer less for 

sale, or even leave the market altogether if 

the price goes too low. If the price rises, the 

producer may offer more output for sale to 

take advantage of the better prices.

Reading Check  Synthesizing How might a producer 
of bicycles adjust supply when prices decrease?

Change in Supply
MAIN Idea  Several factors can contribute to a 

change in supply.

Economics & You Can you think of a time 
when you wanted to buy something, but the product 
was sold out everywhere? Read on to learn about 
factors that can affect supply.

Sometimes something happens to cause 

a change in supply, a situation where sup-

pliers offer different amounts of products 

for sale at all possible prices in the mar-

ket. This is not the same as the change in 

quantity supplied illustrated in Figure 5.1, 

because now we are looking at situations 

where the quantity changes even though 

the price remains the same.

For example, the supply schedule in 

Figure 5.3 shows that producers are now 

willing to offer more CDs for sale at every 

price than before. Where 6 units were 

offered at a price of $15, now there are 13.   

Where 11 were offered at a price of $25, 18 

are now offered, and so on.

Figure 5.3 A Change in Supply

A change in supply means that suppliers will supply different quantities of a product at 
the same price. When we plot the numbers from the supply schedule, we get two separate 
supply curves. An increase in supply appears as a shift of the supply curve to the right. 
A decrease in supply appears as a shift of the supply curve to the left. 

 Economic Analysis   How do change in supply and change in quantity supplied differ? 

change in  supply 
situation where 
 different amounts are 
offered for sale at all 
possible prices in the 
market; shift of the 
supply curve

D
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D   Differentiated 
Instruction

Logical/Mathematical  
Tell students that the Jolly Music 
Company has three employees. 
Two work 40-hour weeks, and 
one works a 25-hour week. Each 
worker just received a raise from 
$8.40 an hour to $9.92 an hour. 
Ask: What is the company’s old 
and new weekly labor costs? 
What is the amount of the 
increase? (old: $882; new: 
$1,041.60; increase: $159.60)
How might this increase affect 
supply? (Fewer products might be 
offered for sale.)  OL 

Reading Check Answer: He 
may produce fewer bicycles.

Answer: A change in quantity 
supplied is caused by a change 
in price. A change in supply is 
caused by a change in the 
determinants of supply.

Economic Analysis

X–Y Axis Line Graph

Objective: Create an X–Y line graph and interpret its data.

Focus/Teach: Review supply curves with students. Guide 
them in interpreting the activity data and 
plotting the numbers on each axis.

Assess:  Ask students to compare their supply curves to 
the one in the activity. Do they slope in the 
same direction? If not, why?

Close:  Have students summarize what happens to 
supply when the price of corn goes up.

Differentiated Instruction Strategies
 BL  Have students plot three points from 
the Supply Schedule in Figure 5.3.

 AL  Ask students why the supply of corn 
was greatest at a price of $3.50/bushel.

 ELL  Have students create a cause-and-
effect graphic organizer using the corn 
supply data.
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X -Y AXIS LINE GRAPH

OBJECTIVE

Students will construct an x-y axis line graph and
interpret its economic data.

LECTURE NOTES

An x-y axis line graph is similar to a grid line graph, but
on an x-y axis line graph, the horizontal scale (or x-axis)
is measured in units other than time. It can be used to
show, for example, the relationship between interest
rates and the amount of money invested or between
prices and quantities. 

How do you know which quantities to graph on the
horizontal scale and which on the vertical scale (y-axis)?
If the data is given in table form, the first column of a
vertical table, or the top row of a horizontal table, will
be the units on the horizontal axis. If the data is given
in another form, often the variable that is being con-
trolled (or capable of being controlled) will be the 

horizontal axis. At times, either variable is appropriate
to place on the horizontal scale.

You can use the table on the chalkboard to graph the
relationship between the price of corn and the quantity
produced. (Copy the following table on the 
chalkboard.)

ASK:

1. At what price was the supply of corn the 
greatest? ($3.50)

2. Why do you think this was true? (Farmers
produced more when they could make more
money per bushel.)

Corn Production Price per
(in millions of Bushel of Corn 
bushels a day)

0 $1.50

15 $2.00

26 $2.50

32 $3.00

35 $3.50

ANSWERS TO STUDENT PAGE

Graphs should look similar to the one below.

Supply Curve for Corn

$3.60

$3.20

$2.80

$2.40

$2.00

$1.60

$1.20

50 10 15
Corn Produced (Millions of Bushels per Day)

20 25 30 35
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Economics Forms and 
Fin. Pages Trans., Strat. 
and Act., p. 17
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When both old and new quantities sup-

plied are plotted in the form of a graph, it 

appears as if the supply curve has shifted 

to the right, showing an increase in supply. 
For a decrease in supply to occur, less would 

be offered for sale at all possible prices, and 

the supply curve would shift to the left. 

Changes in supply, whether increases 

or decreases, can occur for several reasons. 

As you read, keep in mind that all but the 

last reason—a change in the number of 

sellers—affects both the individual and the 

market supply curves.

Cost of Resources
A change in the cost of productive inputs 

such as land, labor, and capital can cause a 

change in supply. Supply might increase 

because of a decrease in the cost of inputs 

such as labor or packaging. If the price of 

the inputs drops, producers are willing to 

produce more of a product, thereby shift-

ing the supply curve to the right.

An increase in the cost of inputs has the 

opposite effect. If labor or other costs rise, 

producers would not be willing to produce 

as many units. Instead, they would offer 

fewer products for sale, and the supply 

curve would shift to the left.

Productivity
Productivity goes up whenever more 

output is produced using the same amount 

of imput. When management trains or 

motivates its workers, productivity usu-

ally goes up. Productivity should also go 

up if workers decide to work harder or 

more efficiently. In each case, more output 

is produced at every price, which shifts the 

supply curve to the right.  

On the other hand, if workers are unmo-

tivated, untrained, or unhappy, then pro-

ductivity could decrease. The supply curve 

then shifts to the left because fewer goods 

are produced at every possible price.

Technology
New technology tends to shift the sup-

ply curve to the right. The introduction of 

a new machine or a new chemical or indus-

trial process can affect supply by lowering 

the cost of production or by increasing 

productivity. For example, improvements 

in the fuel efficiency of jet aircraft engines 

have lowered the cost of providing passen-

ger air service. When production costs go 

down, the producer is usually able to pro-

duce more goods and services at all pos-

sible prices in the market.

Technology In this 
Ford manufacturing 
plant, robots 
assemble the body 
of a new Fusion 
sedan.  What 
effect does the 
introduction of new 
technology have 
on the supply 
curve?

CHAPTER 5 Supply 121
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C1  Critical Thinking
Analyzing Ask students to find
 a news story about a change in 
supply—an increase or a decrease
—of a basic product, such as oil
or wheat. Have them explain the 
cause(s) for the change and analyze 
how the change will affect price. 
Then ask students to identify 
businesses whose costs may 
be affected by the change.  AL 

C2  Critical Thinking
Determining Cause and Effect
Ask: How does the cost of 
resources affect the quantity 
offered for sale? (When cost 
decreases, quantity increases. When 
cost increases, quantity decreases.)
 OL 

R  Reading Strategy
Identifying Ask: How 
can management increase 
productivity? (training and 
motivating workers)  OL 

Caption Answer: The supply 
curve tends to shift to the right.

Leveled Activities
 BL   Graphic Organizer Transparencies,

p. 29

 Cause Effect/Cause Effect

 Cause Effect/Cause Effect

Poor
leadership

 Cause Effect/Cause Effect

Increase in 
population

Decrease
in income

New fad

Substitutes
available

Demand
increases

Demand
decreases

Demand
increases

Demand
decreases

Dishonest 
govern-
ment

Increase in 
violence 
and 
tension
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Graphic Organizer

1515 Cause-and-Effect Chart

Strategies
This type of organizer helps students analyze 

information by identifying cause-and-effect rela-
tionships. In some cases, students will identify 
separate causes and their effects. In other instances, 
students may be required to identify a sequence of 
a cause and its effect, which becomes the cause of 
yet another effect.

World History
Have students study the fall of Rome to deter-

mine the causes that led to the decline of the 
Roman Empire. For each cause, have them deter-
mine specific effects. Then have them examine 
the effect to determine if it begins another cause-
and-effect sequence. A sample of one sequence is 
shown below.

Using Cause-and-Effect Charts in the Social Studies Classroom

Economics
The laws of supply and demand are based on 

causes and effects. Ask students to list the deter-
minants of demand in a cause-and-effect chart 
and then to write the effects of a change in these 
determinants. Have them do the same thing with 
the determinants of supply. 

World Geography
Have students research the physical features 

and environmental challenges of South Asia. 
Students should use a cause-and-effect chart to 
describe specific environmental issues, how they 
came about, and how they affect the people and 
economies of South Asia.

American History
The Great Awakening affected life in the early 

colonies. Using a cause-and-effect chart, have stu-
dents identify the causes of the Great Awakening, 
its effects, and whether these effects became the 
cause of yet another effect.

Civics and Government
Immigration has been and continues to be an 

important issue in the United States. Facilitate 
a group discussion on the topic of immigration. 
Ask students to create a cause-and-effect chart to 
illustrate causes of immigration and the effects of 
immigration on the United States today.

PROCEDURE

1. Organize the class into two groups. Half will be sellers and half will be buyers. 

2. Set all the items on a desk and price them as follows: a sheet of newspaper for $.05, a piece of tape for $.05, 
a yellow feather for $.50, a red feather for $1.50, and a blue feather for $2. Explain that each yellow 
feather is worth one extra credit point, each red is worth three extra credit points, and each blue is worth four
extra credit points. 

3. Distribute $15 in varying amounts to the sellers. Tell sellers that they are producers of hats. (Show them how to
fold a newspaper hat and to decorate it with one or more feathers.)

4. Explain that the maximum they can charge for a hat is $3. Have them buy the items they need, make the hats,
label each with a price, and display them at the front of the room.

5. Distribute $15 to the buyers. Have them buy the hats and give the money to the sellers.

6. Raise the price of yellow feathers to $1 apiece. Then tell the sellers that they can charge any price they choose
for their product. 

7. The sellers who have money may buy the materials, make hats, price them, and display them at the front of the
room. If two or more sellers decide to pool their resources, let them.

8. Distribute the rest of the dollar bills to the buyers. Have them buy whatever they can. Again, if two or more 
buyers pool their resources, let them.

9. Tell sellers to pay back the teacher’s initial investment and to buy extra-credit feathers with their profits.

10. Discuss the simulation by asking the students about the economic concepts they observed. If students fail to
mention any of the following concepts—supply and demand, production costs, cost-push inflation, price passed
on to the consumer, formation of partnerships, scarcity, price ceilings, and consumer needs—point them out. 

Assessment

1. With the class, produce a supply curve based on the simulation.

2. Have students choose a product, such as crude oil or microchips, and research shifts in its supply. Then direct
them to do a supply curve on a poster and explain why shifts occurred.

▼ BACKGROUND

Economists want to know how much of a 
certain product sellers are willing to supply at
each and every price.

▼MATERIALS

12 sheets of newspaper, 12 feather-shaped
pieces of yellow paper, 12 feather-shaped
pieces of red paper, 12 feather-shaped pieces
of blue paper, tape, play money ($15 in 
quarters, dimes, and nickels; $30 in $1 bills)

▼OBJECTIVES

After completing this activity, students will be
able to
• Understand the concept of supply.
• Describe the factors that affect supply.
• Develop a supply curve.
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AUTHENTIC ASSESSMENT
S UPPLY

Name Date Class

RUBRICS
graph, poster, oral
presentation

5

 OL   Authentic Assessment Strategies 
and Activities, p. 5

Critical Thinking Activities 5
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Name Date Class

MAKING GENERALIZATIONS ABOUT 
THE SUPPLY OF HOGS

Generalizations are judgments that are usually true, based on the facts at hand. 

Directions: Combine the facts in the following table with what you have read about the law of supply.
Then answer the questions and choose the most likely generalizations below.

1. What is the law of supply?

2. A sure sign that the law of supply is prevailing is when production and prices are up. In which year on the table
does it appear that the law of supply is prevailing?

3. How does the production of hogs differ from the production of a product that can be made in a matter of
hours?

4. Based on your answer to question 3, when would you most likely see a decrease in the rate of hog production?

5. When would you expect an increase in the rate of hog production?

6. Did the production of hogs increase or decrease between 1980 and 1990? By how much?

7. Circle the letter of the generalization that is best supported by facts in the table.

a. Farmers offer more hogs for sale when the price per hog is high.

b. Farmers increase the production of hogs for sale after the price per hog goes up. 

55

U.S. Hog Production and Prices 
(in thousands)

Year Production Price per Hog

1980 67,318 $38.00

1990 53,788 $53.70

1992 57,649 $41.60

1994 57,904 $39.90

1996 57,150 $51.90

1998 61,600 $81.00

 AL   Critical Thinking Activities, p. 5
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New technologies do not always work 

as expected, of course. Equipment can 

break down, or the technology—or even 

 replacement parts—might be difficult to 

obtain. This would shift the supply curve 

to the left. These examples are exceptions, 

however. New technologies are usually 

expected to be beneficial, or producers 

would not be interested in them.

Taxes and Subsidies
Firms view taxes as a cost of production, 

just as they do raw materials and labor. If a 

company pays taxes on inventory or pays 

fees for a license to produce, the cost of 

production goes up. This causes the sup-

ply curve to shift to the left. However, if 

taxes go down, then production costs go 

down as well. When this happens, supply 

normally increases and the supply curve 

shifts to the right. 

A subsidy is a government payment to 

an individual, business, or other group to 

encourage or protect a certain type of eco-

nomic activity. Subsidies lower the cost of 

production, encouraging current producers 

to remain in the market and new producers 

to enter. When subsidies are repealed, costs 

go up, producers leave the market, and the 

supply curve shifts to the left.

Historically, many farmers in the milk, 

cotton, corn, wheat, and soybean indus-

tries received subsidies to support their 

income. Some farmers would have quit 

farming without these subsidies. Instead, 

the subsidies kept them in business and 

even attracted additional farmers into the 

industry—thereby shifting the market sup-

ply curve to the right.

Expectations
Expectations about the future price of a 

product can also affect supply. If producers 

think the price of their product will go up, 

they may make plans now to produce more 

later on. When the new production is ready, 

the market supply curve will increase, or 

shift to the right.

On the other hand, producers may expect 

lower future prices. In this case, they may 

try to produce something else or even stop 

producing altogether—causing the supply 

curve to shift to the left. 

Technology and Supply New technology can affect supply. But 
did you realize that supply can also affect technology? When supplies 
are low and prices are high, companies have an incentive to use tech-
nology to develop substitute products they can sell for less. If the price 
of oil gets too high, for example, there is more of an incentive to 
develop new technologies for solar, geothermal, or wind power.

Subsidies Some subsidies pay for farmers not to farm some land to avoid overproduction. 
Why does the federal government pay such subsidies?
 

subsidy govern-
ment payment to 
encourage or protect 
a certain economic 
activity
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Many U.S. farmers now use 
computers, the Internet, and 
e-mail to get information 
about the supply of crops that 
will come to market, prices 
offered, yield per acre, and 
other data. This information 
helps farmers decide how 
much to plant and where 
to sell their products. State 
agricultural departments and 
universities have Web sites to 
help farmers use electronic 
information effectively.

W  Writing Support
Narrative Writing Ask students 
to imagine what it would be like 
to get paid a subsidy for studying 
and going to school. Have them 
write an essay describing the 
impact of this on students, 
teachers, and the government. 
Remind students that their essays 
should have a plot structure, 
including characters, a conflict, 
and a resolution.  OL 

Caption Answer: to help the 
market economy operate 
efficiently

Extending the Content

Babysitter Shortage For generations, 
teenagers have worked as babysitters to 
earn extra spending money. Yet lately 
there has been a babysitter shortage in 
some parts of the country. Possible reasons 
might include a decrease in teenagers’ free 
time due to homework and other activities 
or even a lower teenager-to-child ratio 
nationwide. Whatever the reason,

babysitter shortages—and the law of 
supply—have helped some teenagers cash 
in. “It’s a case of supply and demand,” one 
father of three said. “The babysitters know 
they have the control. You have to start 
calling weeks in advance.”

Just like any other example of the law 
of supply, when the number of available 
babysitters gets smaller, the price for those

sitters goes up. Some teens have even 
reported that beyond a pay increase, their 
babysitting clients have started to provide 
them extra snacks to sweeten the deal. 
Other parents, desperate to keep their 
babysitter working for them, have started 
paying the teenager for every Saturday 
night—whether or not their kids actually 
needed a sitter.
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Expectations can also affect the price a 

firm plans to pay for some of the inputs 

used in production, so expectations can 

affect a business in a number of different 

ways. This is often compounded by events 

in the news,  so expectations tend to change 

relatively frequently.

Government Regulations
When the government establishes new 

regulations, the cost of production can 

change, causing a change in supply. For 

example, when the government requires 

new auto safety features such as air bags 

or emission controls, cars cost more to pro-

duce. Producers adjust to the higher pro-

duction costs by producing fewer cars at 

every possible price.

In general, increased—or tighter—

 government regulations restrict supply, 

causing the supply curve to shift to the 

left. Relaxed government regulations allow 

producers to lower the cost of production, 

which results in a shift of the supply curve 

to the right.

Number of Sellers
All of the factors we have discussed so 

far can cause a change in an individual 

firm’s supply curve and, consequently, the 

market supply curve. It follows, therefore, 

that a change in the number of suppliers 

can cause the market supply curve to shift 

to the right or left.

As more firms enter an industry, the 

supply curve shifts to the right because 

more products are offered for sale at the 

same prices as before. In other words, the 

larger the number of suppliers, the greater 

the market supply. However, if some sup-

pliers leave the market, fewer products 

are offered for sale at all possible prices. 

This causes supply to decrease, shifting the 

curve to the left.

In the real world, sellers are entering 

and leaving individual markets all the 

time. You see this in your own neighbor-

hood when one store closes and another 

opens in its place.

 Changes in technology can also impact 

the number of sellers. For example, recently 

the Internet has attracted a large num-

ber of new businesses, as almost anyone 

with some Internet experience and a few 

thousand dollars can open an online store. 

Because of the ease of entry into these new 

markets, selling a product is no longer just 

for the big firms. 

Reading Check  Explaining Why do factors that 
cause a change in individual supply also affect the 
market demand curve?

Personal Finance
Handbook

See pages R20–R23
for more infor-
mation on getting 
a job.

CAREERS
Retail
Salesperson

The Work

* Demonstrate products and 

interest customers in mer-

chandise in an efficient and 

courteous manner

* Stock shelves, take inven-

tory, prepare displays

* Record sales transactions and possibly arrange for 

product’s safe delivery

Qualifications

* Ability to tactfully interact with customers and work 

under pressure

* Knowledge of products and the ability to communicate 

this knowledge to the customer

* Strong business math skills for calculating prices and taxes

* No formal education required, although opportunities for 

advancement may depend on a college degree

Earnings

* Median hourly earnings (including commissions): $8.98

Job Growth Outlook

* Average

Source: Occupational Outlook Handbook, 2006–2007 Edition 

D
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D   Differentiated 
Instruction

Kinesthetic Tell students 
they represent suppliers and 
that the number of suppliers 
affects the market supply curve, 
causing it to shift. Choose a few 
students to represent suppliers 
in an industry. Then add students 
to the small group and ask what 
change occurred. (Suppliers were 
added.) Create a graph on the 
board and have a volunteer 
chart the change, noting that the 
market supply curve shifted right. 
Then have some students leave 
the group of suppliers. Ask the 
class how the change affected 
the supply of products offered 
for sale. (It decreased.) Have 
a volunteer chart the change, 
noting that the market supply 
curve will shift left. Tell students 
this is how the number of sellers 
affects the market supply.  BL 

Reading Check Answer: 
Factors that change individual 
supply affect quantity supplied. 
Consequently, the market 
demand curve will respond 
to those changes.

Activity: Interdisciplinary Connection

Geography Tell students that geography 
helps determine the supply of products 
and affects the unequal distribution of the 
factors of production. Students should 
recognize obvious geographical influences 
on supply, such as climate, growing 
season, and proximity to transportation 

routes. For example, the supply of 
pineapples is relatively limited in the 
continental United States because of 
geographical influences. Pineapples are 
tropical plants and cannot be widely 
grown in the 48 continental states. Have 
students identify geographical influences 

on the supply of products in their region. 
Have them choose one particular product, 
analyze the geographical influences that 
affect its supply, and present their findings 
to the class.  OL 
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Hands-On
Chapter Project
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Change in quantity supplied
due to a change in price
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Elasticity of Supply
MAIN Idea  The response to a change in price 

varies for different products.

Economics & You You learned earlier that 
demand can be elastic, inelastic, or unit elastic. 
Read on to learn about the elasticity of supply.

Just as demand has elasticity, supply 

also has elasticity. Supply elasticity is a 

measure of the way in which the quantity 

supplied responds to a change in price. 

If an increase in price leads to a propor-

tionally larger increase in output, supply 

is elastic. If an increase in price causes a 

proportionally smaller change in output, 

supply is inelastic. If an increase in price 

causes a proportional change in output, 

supply is unit elastic.

As you might imagine, there is very lit-

tle difference between supply and demand 

elasticities. If quantities of a product are 

being purchased, the concept is demand 

elasticity. If quantities of a product are being 

brought to market for sale, the concept is 

supply elasticity. In both cases, elasticity 

is simply a measure of the way quantity 

adjusts to a change in price.

Three Elasticities
Figure 5.4 illustrates three examples 

of supply elasticity. The supply curve in 

Panel A is elastic because the change in 

price causes a proportionally larger change 

in quantity supplied. Doubling the price 

from $1 to $2 causes the quantity brought 

to market to triple from two to six units. 

Figure 5.4 Elasticity of Supply

 The elasticity of supply is a measure of how quantity supplied responds to a price 
change. If the change in quantity supplied is more than proportional to the price 
change, supply is elastic; if it is less than proportional, it is inelastic; and if it is 
proportional, it is unit elastic.

 Economic Analysis  Which factors determine whether a firm’s supply curve is 
elastic or inelastic?

supply  elasticity 
a measure of how 
the quantity supplied 
responds to a change 
in price

D

R
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R  Reading Strategy
Monitoring Have students 
explain Table D: Determining 
Elasticity in their own words. 
(Possible answer: Elastic means 
an increase in price leads to a 
larger increase in output. Unit 
elastic means an increase in price 
causes a similar change in output. 
Inelastic means an increase in 
price causes a smaller change 
in output.)  OL 

D   Differentiated 
Instruction

English Language Learners
Bring three different strengths 
of rubber bands to class. 
Demonstrate elastic supply with 
the more relaxed band, adding 
that there is a larger increase in 
output. Demonstrate inelastic 
supply with the tightest band, 
adding that there is a smaller 
increase in output. Demonstrate 
unit elastic with the medium 
strength of band, adding that the 
change in output is similar in 
proportion to price increase.  ELL 

Answer: quantity supplied and 
price changes

Economic Analysis

Graphing the Law of Supply
In this project, students will produce a 
graphic presentation of a production 
schedule to find a firm’s total profits.

Step 1: Identifying How a Change in 
Supply Affects a Supply Schedule.
Students will determine the factors that 
contribute to a change in supply and 
illustrate that change on a supply 
schedule.

Directions: Organize the class into small 
groups of three or four. Instruct group 
members to imagine that they are partners 
in a fictitious company that supplies a 
product of their own choosing. Groups 
will create a name for their company and 
decide on a product to produce. They will 
then create a supply schedule for their 
company and identify one factor that will 
change their supply schedule. Have groups 
graph the results.

Summarizing Direct each group to use 
their completed graphs to write a brief 
report summarizing how changes in 
supply affect the supply schedule.  OL 

(Chapter Project continued in Section 2.)
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Panel B shows an inelastic supply curve. 

In this case, a change in price causes a pro-

portionally smaller change in quantity sup-

plied. When the price doubles from $1 to $2, 

the quantity brought to market goes up only 

50 percent, or from two units to three units.

Panel C shows a unit elastic supply curve. 

Here a change in price causes a propor-

tional change in the quantity supplied. As 

the price doubles from $1 to $2, the quan-

tity brought to market also doubles.

Determinants of Supply Elasticity
The elasticity of a producer’s supply 

curve depends on the nature of its pro-

duction. If a firm can adjust to new prices 

quickly, then supply is likely to be elastic. If 

the nature of production is such that adjust-

ments take longer, then supply is likely to 

be inelastic.

The supply curve for nuclear power, for 

example, is likely to be inelastic in the short 

run. No matter what price is being offered, 

electric utilities will find it difficult to 

increase output because of the huge amount 

of capital and technology needed—not to 

mention the issue of extensive government 

regulation—before nuclear production can 

be increased.

However, the supply curve is likely to 

be elastic for many toys, candy, and other 

products that can be made quickly without 

huge amounts of capital and skilled labor. 

If consumers are willing to pay twice the 

price for any of these products, most pro-

ducers will be able to gear up quickly to 

significantly increase production.

Unlike demand elasticity, the number of 

substitutes has no bearing on supply elastic-

ity. In addition, neither the ability to delay 

the purchase nor the portion of income 

consumed are important. Instead, only 

production considerations determine sup-

ply elasticity. If a firm can react quickly to 

a changing price, then supply is likely to be 

elastic. If the firm takes longer to react to a 

change in prices, then supply is likely to be 

inelastic.

Reading Check  Comparing How are the elasticities 
of supply and demand similar? How do they differ?

Vocabulary
1. Explain  the significance of supply, Law of Supply, 

supply schedule, supply curve, market supply curve, 
quantity supplied, change in quantity supplied, change 
in supply, subsidy, and supply elasticity.

Main Ideas
2. Determining Cause and Effect Use a graphic organizer 

like the one below to explain how a change in the price 
of an item affects the quantity supplied.

3. Explaining What is  the difference between a change in 
supply and a change in quantity supplied?

4. Describing How does the quantity supplied change 
when the price doubles for a unit elastic product?

Critical Thinking
5. The BIG Idea Explain why the supply curve slopes 

upward.

6. Analyzing Visuals Look at Figure 5.4 on page 124. 
How do the supply curves in the three panels differ? 
How does that difference reflect the types of elasticity?

7. Comparing and Contrasting Explain how supply is 
 different from demand.

Applying Economics

8. Elasticity of Supply If you were a producer, what 
might prevent you from increasing the quantity supplied 
in response to an increase in price? Explain.

Review

SECTION

1

Original
quantity
supplied

Price

increase

Price

decrease

Quantity
supplied

Quantity
supplied

R
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R  Reading Strategy
Summarizing Have students 
write a paragraph summarizing 
the information in the subsection. 
(Answers will vary but should 
include the concept that the 
elasticity of a producer’s supply 
curve depends on the nature of
its production.)  OL 

Reading Check Answer: 
They both measure the way 
quantity adjusts to a change 
in price. Supply elasticity 
measures quantity supplied; 
demand elasticity measures 
quantity demanded.

Assess
 Use the Interactive Tutor

Self-Assessment CD-ROM to 
review Section 1, and then assign 
the Section 1 Review as homework 
or as an in-class activity.

Close
Making Connections Invite 
students to discuss how supply 
helps shape profits and 
employment in a market 
economy.  OL 

Answers

1. All definitions can be found in the section 
and the Glossary.

2. Organizers should show the quantity 
supplied going up when there is a price 
increase in the original quantity supplied. 
The quantity supplied goes down when 
there is a price decrease in the original 
quantity supplied.

3. A change in supply means that different 
amounts will be offered for sale at every 
price. It results from factors other than 
price. A change in quantity supplied results 

from an increase in the price of a good 
or service.

4. The quantity supplied will also double.
5. All normal supply curves show that if price 

increases, quantity supplied increases.
6. They have different lengths and angles, 

illustrating an increase in price. The elastic 
supply curve is the longest and slopes up 
gently, covering four quantity units. The 
inelastic supply curve is the shortest and 
slopes at the sharpest angle, covering one 
quantity unit. The unit elastic supply curve 

is shorter in length than the elastic supply 
curve and slopes up at a sharper angle, 
covering two quantity units.

7. Supply describes the actions of producers, 
while demand represents the buyer’s side.

8. Answers will vary but should mention a 
shortage of additional resources, such as 
insufficient workforce or storage space. 
Students may also address elasticity.
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CASE STUDY

“Green” Suppliers
From Black Gold to Golden Corn?

As the world supply of oil is spread among 

developing nations and becomes increasingly 

expensive, Americans are looking for alternative 

fuels. One option is ethanol, a renewable energy 

source made from corn and other plants. Ethanol 

suppliers and automakers are touting E85—a 

mixture of 15 percent gasoline and 85 percent 

ethanol—as a cleaner, domestic substitute for 

America’s gas tanks.

Aventine and VeraSun
Aventine Renewable Energy, Inc., is just one 

ethanol supplier that is banking on the potential 

of plants. So far it’s paying off. Aventine reported 

net income of $32 million on revenues of $935 

million in 2005. That is an increase of 10 percent 

from 2004.

Another ethanol supplier, VeraSun Energy 

Corp., has teamed up with General Motors 

and Ford to make E85 more available. Revenues 

for VeraSun look promising—from $194 million 

in 2004 to $111 million in just the first quarter 

of 2006.

Drawbacks vs. Benefits
Ethanol does have some drawbacks. Only about 

600 of the 180,000 U.S. service stations supply it. 

You also have to fill up more often, because ethanol 

contains less energy than gasoline. In addition, 

you have to drive a flexible-fuel vehicle (FFV) to 

use it. 

On the upside, ethanol yields about 26 percent 

more energy than it takes to produce it. Such a 

high yield is possible because sunlight is “free” 

and farming techniques have become highly effi-

cient. As for the labor force, the ethanol industry 

supported the creation of more than 153,000 U.S. 

jobs in 2005. Perhaps the greatest benefit of 

increased ethanol supply will be reducing U.S. 

dependence on foreign oil.

Analyzing the Impact

1. Comparing and Contrasting What are the 
advantages and disadvantages of E85? 

2. Drawing Conclusions What is the relationship 
between the increased cost of oil and the supply 
of ethanol?

126 UNIT 2 Microeconomics: Prices and Markets

S
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Teach

S  Skill Practice
Analyzing Graphs
Ask: In what year was ethanol 
production the greatest? (2005) 
In what year did production fall 
by millions of gallons? (1996) 
How much more was produced 
in 2005 than in 1999? (2,500 
millions of gallons)  OL 

Analyzing the Impact

Answers:
1. Advantages: Ethanol yields 

more energy than it takes to 
produce it, the industry has 
created U.S. jobs, and ethanol 
will reduce U.S. dependence 
on foreign oil. Disadvantages: 
Few service stations supply it, 
it contains less energy than 
gasoline, and it can be used 
only in flexible-fuel vehicles.

2. The increased cost of oil 
is increasing the supply 
of ethanol.

Activity: Hands-On Economics

Government and Renewable 
Resources Review what students already 
know about renewable and nonrenewable 
resources. (Renewable resources can be 
reused in the future, whereas we have a 
limited supply of nonrenewable resources.) 
Ask students to brainstorm a list of 
renewable and nonrenewable energy 
sources. Write their answers on the board.

(Renewable sources might include wind-
generated electricity, ethanol, and solar 
power; nonrenewable sources might include 
coal and natural gas.) Divide the class 
into small groups, and have each group 
brainstorm answers to this question: How 
can the government encourage the use of 
renewable sources of energy? Each group 
should list at least four ideas and then

present their thoughts to the class. 
After student presentations, lead a class 
discussion about the possible advantages 
and disadvantages of government 
involvement in individual and business 
use of energy sources.  OL 
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CHAPTER 5, SECTION 2

GUIDE TO READING

SECTION

2 The Theory of Production

Section Preview
In this section, you will learn how a change in the 
variable input called “labor” results in changes in 
output.

Content Vocabulary

• production function • marginal product 
 (p. 128)  (p. 129)

• short run  (p. 128) • stages of production
• long run  (p. 129)  (p. 129)

• total product  (p. 129) • diminishing returns  (p. 130)

Academic Vocabulary

• hypothetical (p. 128) • contributes (p. 130)

Reading Strategy

Listing As you read about production, complete a 
graphic organizer similar to the one below by listing 
what occurs during the three stages of production.

COMPANIES IN THE NEWS
The Hole in the Pipeline

On December 5 [2005], known as Blank 

Monday in the surfing world, the $4.5 billion 

industry’s core snapped like a board caught in 

the Banzai Pipeline. Reason? The closure of 

Gordon (Grubby) Clark’s four-decade virtual 

monopoly on polyurethane blanks, the raw 

material for most surfboards. (Shapers then 

customize them for surfers.) Clark’s company 

produced 80% of blanks worldwide, and his 

sudden exit left surfers treading water as board 

prices doubled and deliveries were cut off. 

One man’s wipeout, though, could be 

 another’s dream wave. Harold Walker and 

Gary Linden have quadrupled Walker Foam’s 

staff and are scouting for a new factory, hoping 

to produce 800 blanks a day by July, up from 

125 now. ■

—TIME

Changes in manufacturing, such as the 

fourfold increase in staff described in the 

news story above, happen all the time in 

any type of business. In fact, if you have 

ever worked in the fast food industry, you 

already know that the number of workers 

is the easiest factor of production for a busi-

ness to change.

How many times, for example, have you 

or one of your friends been called in when 

the business got busy, or were sent home 

when sales slowed down? Because it is so 

easy for firms to change the number of 

workers it employs whenever demand 

changes, labor is often thought of as being 

the variable factor of production.

CHAPTER 5 Supply 127

Stage I Stage II Stage III
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1. As the price of movie DVDs goes up, what happens to the amount
producers are willing to supply?

2. As the price of movie DVDs goes up, what happens to the amount
consumers will demand, or want to purchase?
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Supply & Demand Model for Movie DVDs

Amount

Demand

Supply

Answers to Graphic:

Stage I: marginal product of 
each additional worker increases

Stage II: total production 
keeps growing but by smaller 
amounts; each additional worker 
is making a diminishing, but still 
positive, contribution

Stage III: marginal products of 
additional workers are negative

GUIDE TO READING

R   Reading 
Strategies C   Critical 

Thinking D   Differentiated 
Instruction W   Writing 

Support S   Skill 
Practice

Teacher Edition
• Det. Importance, 

p. 128

Additional Resources
• Guid. Read. Act., p. 14
• Read. Ess. & Note-

Taking Guide, p. 40

Teacher Edition
• Det. Cause/Effect, 

p. 129
• Analyzing, p. 131

Additional Resources
• Econ. Content Vocab. 

Act., p. 5

Teacher Edition
• Visual/Spatial, p. 130

Additional Resources
• Reteaching Act., p. 5
• Reinforcing Econ. 

Skills, p. 15

Teacher Edition
• Descriptive Writing, 

p. 129

Additional Resources
• High School Reading 

in the Content Area 
Strat. and Act.

Teacher Edition
• Using Tables and 

Charts, p. 128

Additional Resources
• Reading and Study 

Skills Fold., p. 46
• Quizzes and Tests, 

p. 58
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Instruction

CHAPTER 5, SECTION 2 The Production Function
MAIN Idea  The production function shows 

how output changes when a variable input such 
as labor changes.

Economics & You You have learned that changes 
in demand or supply can be illustrated with graphs. 
Read on to learn how changes in input are illustrated.

Production can be illustrated with a 

production function—a figure that shows 

how total output changes when the amount 

of a single variable input (usually labor) 

changes while all other inputs are held con-

stant. The production function can be illus-

trated with a schedule, such as the one in 

Panel A of Figure 5.5, or with a graph like the 

one in Panel B.
Both panels list hypothetical output as 

the number of workers changes from zero 

to 12. According to the numbers in Panel A, 

if no workers are used, there is no output. 

If the number of workers goes up by one, 

output rises to 7. Add another worker and 

total output rises to 20. We can use this 

information to construct the production 

function that appears as the graph in Panel 

B, where the number of variable inputs is 

shown on the horizontal axis, and total 

production on the vertical axis.

The Production Period
When economists analyze production, 

they focus on the short run, a period so 

brief that only the amount of the variable 

input can be changed. The production func-

tion in Figure 5.5 reflects the short run 

because only the total number of workers 

changes. No changes occur in the amount 

of machinery, technology or land used. 

Thus, any change in output must be caused 

by a change in the number of workers.

THE PRODUCTION SCHEDULE A
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Figure 5.5 Short-Run Production

 Short-run production can be shown both as a schedule and as a graph. In 
Stage I, total output increases rapidly with each worker added. In Stage II, 
output still increases, but at a decreasing rate. In Stage III output decreases.

 Economic Analysis  How does marginal product help identify the 
stages of production?

THE PRODUCTION FUNCTION B
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 See StudentWorks™ Plus 
or glencoe.com.

production 
 function  a graph 
showing how a change 
in the amount of a 
single variable input 
changes total output

short run 
production period so 
short that only the 
variable inputs (usually 
labor) can be changed

S
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Teach

R  Reading Strategy
Determining Importance 
Ask: Why is the use of the 
production function important 
in business? (It allows businesses 
to gauge whether additional input 
will result in extra output.)  OL 

S  Skill Practice
Using Tables and Charts
Direct students to the small print 
at the bottom of the table in 
Figure 5.5. Ask: Why is a short 
run useful for changes in labor? 
(Output resulting from changes 
in labor can be evaluated using 
shorter periods, such as on a 
daily basis. Output resulting from 
changes in other variables, such 
as land or capital, requires longer 
periods of evaluation.)  OL 

Answer: because the marginal 
product shows a certain pattern 
in each stage of production

Economic Analysis

Making Predictions

Objective:  Understand the importance of using past events to 
predict future trends.

Focus: Discuss how making accurate predictions can help 
students understand trends.

Teach: Have students study the graph and answer the 
questions that follow.

Assess: Review the answers as a class.

Close: Ask students to give a real-life example showing 
how past events can help predict future trends.

Differentiated Instruction Strategies
 BL  Ask students to explain why it is 
important to base predictions on data.

 AL  Have students explain how 
predicting trends might help a business.

 ELL  Have groups create a fictitious 
graph of profits and losses over five years. 
Then have them predict what will happen 
in the future.
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Reinforcing Economic Skills 15

Activity

AKING PREDICTIONS
Sometimes information about past events can help you predict the future. To make 
predictions, you need to analyze past trends and think about whether those trends are likely 
to continue. Obviously, the more data and facts you have, the more accurate your predictions
will be.

Directions: Study the graph below and answer the questions that follow.

1. How did industry production of communication equipment change between 1980 and 2000?

2. Production of what type of equipment grew most, after communication equipment?

3. Based on the graph, what do you think will happen to production of communication equipment in the next 
10 years?

4. On what do you base your prediction?
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U.S. High Technology Industry Production, 1980–2000

Source: Science and Engineering Indicators 2006 (http://www.nsf.gov/statistics/seind06/c6/c6sI.htm)
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Hands-On
Chapter Project

Step 2

CHAPTER 5 Supply 129

Other changes take place in the long run, 

a period long enough for the firm to adjust 

the quantities of all productive resources, 

including capital. For example, a firm that 

reduces its labor force today may also have 

to close down some factories later on. These 

are long-run changes because the amount 

of capital used for production changes.

Total Product
The second column in Figure 5.5 shows 

total product, or the total output produced 

by the firm. As you read down the column, 

you will see that zero units of total output 

are produced with zero workers, seven are 

produced with one worker, and so on.

Again, this is a short-run relationship, 

because the figure assumes that only the 

amount of labor varies while the amount of 

other resources used remains unchanged. 

Now that we have total product, we can 

easily see how we get our next measure.

Marginal Product
The measure of output shown in the 

third column in Figure 5.5 is an important 

concept in economics. The measure is 

marginal product, the extra output or 

change in total product caused by adding 

one more unit of variable input.

As we see in the figure, the marginal 

product, or extra output, of the first worker 

is 7. Likewise, the marginal product of the 

second worker is 13. If you look down the 

column, you will see that the marginal 

product for every worker is different, with 

some even being negative.

Finally, note that the sum of the marginal 

products is equal to the total product. For 

example, the marginal products of the first 

and second workers is 7 plus 13, or 20—the 

same as the total product for two workers. 

Likewise, the sum of the marginal products 

of the first three workers is 7 plus 13 plus 

18, or 38—the total output for three 

workers.

Reading Check Analyzing Why does the produc-
tion function represent short-run production?

Stages of Production
MAIN Idea  The stages of production help 

companies determine the most profitable 
number of workers to hire.

Economics & You If you were a business 
owner, how would you decide on the number of 
workers you would hire? Read on to find out how 
the production function could help you.

In the short run, every firm faces the ques-

tion of how many workers to hire. To answer 

this question, let us take another look at 

Figure 5.5, which shows three distinct 

stages of production: increasing returns, 

diminishing returns, and negative returns.

Stage I—Increasing Marginal 
Returns

Stage I of the production function is the 

phase in which the marginal product of 

each additional worker increases. This hap-

pens because as more workers are added, 

they can cooperate with each other to make 

better use of their equipment.

Short Run When companies want to make quick changes in output, they 
usually change the number of workers. Why is a change in the number of 
workers considered a short-run change?

long run 
production period long 
enough to change the 
amounts of all inputs

total product 
total output or 
production by a firm

marginal  product 
extra output due to the 
addition of one more 
unit of input

stages of 
 production 
phases of production 
that consist of 
increasing, decreasing, 
and negative marginal 
returns

C

W
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C  Critical Thinking
Determining Cause and Effect
Ask: How does changing one 
variable affect the other variable 
inputs of a firm? Explain. (It will 
eventually cause the other variables 
to change because output has 
changed.)  OL 

W  Writing Support
Descriptive Writing Have 
students write several paragraphs 
describing how the three stages 
of production are different. 
Remind students to include 
details from the text.  OL 

Caption Answer: because 
the change happens in a very 
brief period

Reading Check Answer: 
because it illustrates the 
changes of one variable in 
a brief period

Graphing the Law of Supply
Step 2: Creating a Production 
Schedule. Students will create a 
production schedule for their business. 
They will graph the production function 
reflecting a short run where only the total 
number of workers changes.

Directions: Ask student groups to work 
together to complete the following steps 
in creating a production schedule:
• Decide how many units will be produced 

with one worker in your company.

• Decide a hypothetical output as the 
number of workers changes.

• Determine the marginal product, 
remembering that the sum of the 
marginal products is equal to 
the total products.

• Determine the stages of production.

Determining Importance Have
members of the group take one part
of the production schedule and explain 
its importance to the other members. 
Then have the group write a statement 

explaining the importance of 
the production schedule to 
their company.  OL 

(Chapter Project continued in Section 3.)
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ReviewSECTION

2

As we see in Figure 5.5, the first worker 

produces 7 units of output. The second is 

even more productive, with a marginal 

product of 13 units, bringing total produc-

tion to 20. As long as each new worker 

contributes more to total output than the 

worker before, total output rises at an 

increasing rate. According to the figure, the 

first five workers are in Stage I.

When it comes to hiring workers, com-

panies do not knowingly produce in Stage I. 

When a firm learns that each new worker 

increases output more than the last, it tries 

to hire yet another worker. Soon, the firm 

finds itself in the next stage of production.

Stage II—Decreasing Marginal 
Returns

In Stage II, the total production keeps 

growing, but it does so by smaller and 

smaller amounts. Each additional worker, 

then, is making a diminishing, but still posi-

tive, contribution to total output.

Stage II illustrates the principle of decreas-

ing or diminishing returns—the stage 

where output increases at a diminishing 

rate as more variable inputs are added. In 

Figure 5.5, Stage II begins when the sixth 

worker is hired, because the 20- unit mar-

ginal product of that worker is less than the 

28- unit marginal product of the fifth worker. 

The stage ends when the tenth worker is 

added, because marginal products are no 

longer positive after that point.

Stage III—Negative Marginal 
Returns

If the firm hires too many workers, they 

will get in each other’s way, causing output 

to fall. Stage III, then, is where the marginal 

products of additional workers are negative. 

For example, the eleventh worker has a mar-

ginal product of minus three, and the twelfth’s 

is minus 10, causing output to fall.

Because most companies would not hire 

workers if this would cause total production 

to decrease, the number of workers a firm 

hires can only be found in Stage II. As we 

will see in the next section, the exact number 

of workers to be hired also depends on the 

revenue from the sale of the output. For now, 

however, we can say that the firm in Figure 

5.5 will hire from 6 to 10 workers.

Reading Check Interpreting What is unique 
about the third stage of production?

Vocabulary
1. Explain  the significance of production function, short 

run, long run, total product, marginal product, stages 
of production, and diminishing returns.

Main Ideas
2. Describing How does the length of the production 

period affect the output of a firm?

3. Explaining Use a graphic organizer like the one below 
to explain how marginal product changes in each of the 
three stages of production.

Critical Thinking
4. The BIG Idea Explain how a change in inputs affects 

production.

5. Analyzing Visuals Look at Figure 5.5 on page 128. 
Explain what happens to marginal product when 
production moves from Stage II to Stage III.

6. Sequencing Information You need to hire workers for 
a project and add one worker at a time to measure the 
added contribution of each worker. At what point will 
you stop hiring workers? Relate this process to the three 
stages of the production function.

Applying Economics 

7. Diminishing Returns Provide an example of a time 
when you entered a period of diminishing returns or even 
negative returns. Explain why this might have occurred.

Review

SECTION

2

diminishing 
returns stage where 
output increases at a 
decreasing rate as 
more units of variable 
input are added
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Stage of production Marginal product

I

II

III

D
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D   Differentiated 
Instruction

Visual/Spatial Have student 
pairs choose a specific product 
and create a visual presentation 
depicting how the marginal 
product changes in the three 
stages of production. Have 
pairs explain their visuals to 
the class.  OL 

Reading Check Answer: The 
marginal products of additional 
workers are negative.

 

Assess
 Use the Interactive Tutor

Self-Assessment CD-ROM to 
review Section 2, and then assign 
the Section 2 Review as homework 
or as an in-class activity.

Close
Summarizing Have 
students use their own words 
to write a summary of the 
production function.  OL 

Answers

1. All definitions can be found in the section 
and the Glossary.

2. In the short run, only the amount of the 
variable input can be changed. In the long 
run, a firm can adjust the quantities of all 
productive resources.

3. I: product increases; II: product decreases; 
III: product is negative

4. Initially, increasing inputs leads to increased 
production. Eventually, continuing to 
increase inputs leads to declining 
production.

5. Total product begins to decline. In Stage III, 
adding additional workers causes output 
to fall.

6. You will stop hiring when the first 
additional worker reduces total output, 
which is Stage III of the production 
function.

7. Student examples should demonstrate an 
understanding of how increasing inputs 
may lead to diminishing or negative 
returns. For example, studying four or 
five hours straight may be less effective 
than studying two hours.
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Profiles in Economics

Additional 
Support

ENTREPRENEUR

Profiles in Economics

Examining the Profile

1. Summarizing How did Chenault’s decisions improve American Express?
2. Evaluating Do you agree with Chenault’s claim that being adaptable to 

change is the most important strategy for a successful business?

Kenneth I. Chenault (1952– )

• first African American to be CEO of a top-100 company
• responsible for continuing American Express’s 155-year-

old tradition of “reinvention” during global change

Stepping Stones 
Kenneth Chenault did not start his career in business. Instead, he earned 

an undergraduate degree in history and a law degree at Harvard. He had keen 
instincts for business, however, and worked for a management consulting firm 
before joining American Express in 1981.

At first, Chenault was responsible for strategic planning. His intelligence and 
hard work moved him up the corporate ranks. Each promotion brought him new 
challenges and opportunities.

Tools of Success
In 2001 Chenault became chairman and CEO of American Express. When the 

terrorist attacks of 9/11 brought a downturn for the company, Chenault acted fast 
to adjust to market conditions. He changed the focus of American Express from 
telephone and mail to the Internet. He also cut the workforce by 15 percent. 
“We had to focus on the moderate and long-term,” he explained. “In volatile 
times, leaders are more closely scrutinized. If you cannot step up in times of 
crisis, you will lose credibility.”

Returning to Basics
Four years later, Chenault decided to refocus on “plastic.” American Express 

sold off its many financial planning services and regrouped around its core 
business—credit cards, corporate travel cards, and “reloadable” traveler’s checks. 
In addition, a 2004 Supreme Court decision on an antitrust suit ended Visa’s and 
Mastercard’s control over U.S. bank cards—a $2.1 trillion business. This opened 
the door for U.S. banks to issue American Express cards.

As chairman and CEO of 
American Express, Kenneth 
Chenault believes the key to 
success in the global 
economy is adaptability. 
“It’s not the strongest or 
the most intelligent who 
survive, but those most 
adaptive to change.”

CHAPTER 5 Supply 131
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Teach

C  Critical Thinking
Analyzing Have students 
describe Chenault’s actions 
when 9/11 brought a downturn 
for American Express. (He took 
fast action to help his company 
adjust by changing the focus of 
American Express from telephone 
and mail to the Internet. He also 
cut the workforce by 15 percent.) 
Ask: How did his actions relate 
to his belief that adaptability is 
the key to success? (His changes 
helped American Express survive 
the changing market and kept 
them successful in the global 
economy.)  OL 

Examining the Profile

Answers:
1. His decisions regrouped 

and focused the company 
on its core business, which 
strengthened it. They also 
kept the company strong 
during a volatile time.

2. Answers will vary, but 
students should be able 
to express an opinion on 
Chenault’s claim.

Activity: Collaborative Learning

Categorizing Have students work together 
in small groups to create a two-column chart 
with the headings “Personal” and “Professional.” 
Then have students list steps that Chenault took 
in his personal life that made him a successful 
CEO. Next, have them list steps that Chenault 
took in his professional life that made American 
Express successful. If time allows, have students 
do further research on Chenault using print or 
online resources and then add more examples 

to their charts. After groups have completed 
their charts, have students write a concluding 
statement on how Chenault’s beliefs about 
adaptability and success have shaped his 
personal and professional life.  OL 
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Resource
Manager

CHAPTER 5, SECTION 3

GUIDE TO READING

Total revenue is:

Marginal revenue is:

Example:

Example:

Cost, Revenue, and Profit 
Maximization

Section Preview
In this section, you will learn how businesses analyze 
their costs and revenues, which helps them maximize 
their profits.

Content Vocabulary

• fixed costs  (p. 133) • break-even point  (p. 135)

• overhead (p. 133) • total revenue  (p. 136)

• variable costs  (p. 133) • marginal revenue  (p. 136)

• total cost  (p. 134) • marginal analysis  (p. 137)

• marginal cost  (p. 134) •  profit-maximizing quantity 
• e-commerce (p. 135) of output  (p. 137)

Academic Vocabulary

• conducted (p. 135) • generates (p. 136)

Reading Strategy

Explaining As you read the section, complete a 
graphic organizer similar to the one below by 
explaining how total revenue differs from marginal 
revenue. Then provide an example of each.

COMPANIES IN THE NEWS
FedEx Saves the Day

As soon as Motion Computing Inc. in Austin, 

Texas, receives an order for one of its $2,200 tablet 

PCs, workers at a supplier’s factory in Kunshan, 

China, begin assembling the product. When 

they’ve finished, they individually box each order 

and hand them to a driver from FedEx Corp., who 

trucks it 50 miles to Shanghai, where it’s loaded on 

a jet bound for Anchorage before a series of flights 

and truck rides finally puts the product into the 

customer’s hands. Elapsed time: as little as five 

days. Motion’s inventory costs? Nada. Zip. Zilch. 

“We have no inventory tied up in the process any-

where,” marvels Scott Eckert, Motion’s chief exec-

utive. “Frankly, our business is enabled by FedEx.”

There are thousands of other Motion Computings that, without FedEx, would 

be crippled by warehouse and inventory costs. ■

The news story above features a problem 

that all businesses, nonprofit organizations, 

and even individuals face—that of having 

to deal with the costs of running an organi-

zation. Scott Eckert could have decided to 

build a warehouse to store an inventory 

of tablet PCs waiting for future orders. 

Instead, he builds the tablet PCs one order 

at a time and uses a shipping company to 

deliver orders immediately.

Anyone who is in charge of a business or 

a nonprofit organization spends a lot of 

time with costs. The task may be to identify 

the costs, and at other times it may be to 

reduce them. Our first task here, however, 

is to classify the costs.

SECTION

3

—BusinessWeek
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Daily Focus Transparency 24 

Daily Focus Transparencies

C OSTS, REVENUES, AND PROFITS

1. How are total costs calculated? Total revenues?

2. How is profit related to costs and revenues?

Units Sold

x
Average Price Per Unit

Fixed Costs

+
Variable Costs

TOTAL REVENUE         – TOTAL COSTS   =
PROFIT

or
LOSS

2424
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Answers to Graphic:

Total revenue is: the total 
amount earned by a firm from 
the sale of its products. Possible 
Ex.: Seven units sold at $15 each 
= $105 total revenue.

Marginal revenue is: extra 
revenue from the sale of one 
more unit of output. Possible 
Ex.: Five workers producing 
90 units of output = $1,350 total 
revenue. Adding another worker 
increases output by 20 units and 
total revenue jumps to $1,650. 
This results in a marginal revenue 
of $15.

GUIDE TO READING

R   Reading 
Strategies C   Critical 

Thinking D   Differentiated 
Instruction W   Writing 

Support S   Skill 
Practice

Teacher Edition
• Identifying, p. 133
• Visualizing, p. 136

Additional Resources
• Guid. Read. Act., p. 15
• Read. Ess. & Note-

Taking Guide, p. 43

Teacher Edition
• Defending, p. 134
• Hypothesizing, p. 135
• Form. Quest., p. 136

Additional Resources
• Math Prac. for Econ., 

p. 5

Teacher Edition
• ELL, p. 133
• Intrapersonal, p. 135
• Logical/Math., p. 138

Additional Resources
• Reading and Study 

Skills Fold., p. 46

Teacher Edition
• Expository Writing, 

pp. 136, 137

Additional Resources
• High School Writing 

Process Trans.
• Pri./Sec. Source Read., 

p. 9

Teacher Edition
• Analyzing Graphs, 

p. 134

Additional Resources
• Reteaching Act., p. 5
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Additional 
Support

CHAPTER 5, SECTION 3Measures of Cost
MAIN Idea  Businesses analyze fixed, variable, 

total, and marginal costs to make production 
decisions.

Economics & You Are you involved in student 
government? Organizing events can often cost more 
than you might have originally thought. Read on to 
find out about the costs that organizations face.

Because businesses want to produce effi-

ciently, they must keep an eye on their 

costs. For purposes of analysis, they use 

several measures of cost.

Fixed Costs
The first measure is fixed costs—the 

costs that an organization incurs even if 

there is little or no activity. When it comes 

to this measure of costs, it makes no differ-

ence whether the business produces noth-

ing, very little, or a large amount. Total 

fixed costs, sometimes called overhead, 

remain the same.

Fixed costs include salaries paid to exec-

utives, interest charges on bonds, rent pay-

ments on leased properties, and state and 

local property taxes. Fixed costs also 

include depreciation—the gradual wear 

and tear on capital goods through use over 

time. A machine, for example, will not last 

forever, because its parts will wear out 

slowly and eventually break.

Variable Costs
Other costs are variable costs, or costs 

that change when the business’s rate of oper-

ation or output changes. While fixed costs 

are generally associated with machines and 

other capital goods, variable costs are usu-

ally associated with labor and raw materials. 

For example, wage-earning workers may be 

laid off or work overtime as output changes. 

Other examples of variable costs include 

electric power to run machines and freight 

charges to ship the final product.

For most businesses, the largest variable 

cost is labor. If a business wants to hire one 

worker to produce seven units of output 

per day, and if the worker costs $90 per 

day, the total variable cost is $90. If the 

business wants to hire a second worker to 

produce additional units of output, then its 

total variable costs are $180, and so on.

Costs Businesses need to consider both fixed costs, such as rent and taxes, and 
variable costs, such as labor. Why can electricity be considered a variable cost?

fixed costs  costs 
that remain the same 
regardless of level of 
production or services 
offered

overhead  broad 
category of fixed costs 
that includes rent, 
taxes, and executive 
salaries

variable costs 
production costs that 
change when 
production levels 
change

R

D
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Teach

R  Reading Strategy
Identifying Ask: What are 
four types of costs that affect 
a business’s decisions about 
production? (fixed, variable, 
total, marginal) Have students 
list the definition of each cost 
as they read.  BL 

D   Differentiated 
Instruction

English Language Learners
Review with students the difference 
between fixed costs and variable 
costs. Then invite the principal to 
the class to discuss the cost of 
running the school. After the 
principal’s talk, ask students to 
make charts using “Fixed Costs” 
and “Variable Costs” as headings. 
Have students place in the proper 
category the various costs noted 
by the principal.  ELL 

Caption Answer: It changes 
when the business’s rate of 
operation or output changes.

Activity: Interdisciplinary Connection

Language Arts In everyday usage, 
the words cost and price are often used 
interchangeably. For example, when someone 
says, “The cost of living is going up,” he or she 
is comparing the prices of goods and services 
today with prices during an earlier time. For 
economists, however, the terms price and cost 
are distinct. Economists define price as the 
amount consumers are willing and able to pay 
for goods and services. Cost is expressed in 

terms of opportunity cost, or that which is 
given up to do something else. To accountants, 
cost entails all the expenses directly related 
to doing business, while business managers 
define it as anything that reduces profits. 
Have students write a brief paragraph on 
how they and their peers use the two terms 
as consumers.  OL 
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Differentiated 
Instruction

CHAPTER X, SECTION XCHAPTER 5, SECTION 3

Regions
of

production

Number
of

workers

Total
fixed
cost

Total
variable

cost

Marginal
cost

Total
cost

COSTS

Total
revenue

Marginal
revenue

REVENUES

Total
profit

PROFITPRODUCTION SCHEDULE

Total
product

Marginal
product

Stage II

Stage I

Stage III

$50

50

50

50

50

50

50

50

50

50

50

50

50

$0

90

180

270

360

450

540

630

720

810

900

990

1,080

$50

140

230

320

410

500

590

680

770

860

950

1,040

1,130

$0

105

300

570

930

1,350

1,650

1,935

2,070

2,160

2,220

2,175

2,025

–$50

–35

70

250

520

850

1,060

1,210

1,300

1,300

1,270

1,135

895

--

$15

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

--

$12.86

6.92

5.00

3.75

3.21

4.50

4.74

10.00

15.00

22.50

--

--

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

0

7

20

38

62

90

110

129

138

144

148

145

135

0

7

13

18

24

28

20

19

9

6

4

–3

–10

See page R51 to 
learn about Using
Tables and Charts.
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Total Cost
Figure 5.6 shows the total cost of produc-

tion, which is the sum of the fixed and vari-

able costs. Total cost takes into account all 

of the costs a business faces in the course of 

its operations. If the business decides to 

use six workers costing $90 each to produce 

110 units of total output, then its total cost 

will be $590—the sum of $50 in fixed costs 

plus $540 of variable costs.

Marginal Cost
The most useful measure of cost is 

marginal cost—the extra cost incurred 

when producing one more unit of output. 

In fact, marginal cost is more useful than 

total cost because it shows the change in 

total variable costs when output increases.

Figure 5.6 shows that the addition of the 

first worker increases total product by seven 

units. Because total variable costs increased 

by $90, each additional unit of output has a 

marginal cost of $12.86, or $90 divided by 

seven. If a second worker is added, 13 more 

units of output will be produced for an addi-

tional cost of $90. This means that the extra, 

or marginal, cost of producing each new unit 

of output is $90 divided by 13, or $6.92.

Reading Check Analyzing If a firm’s total output 
increases, will the fixed costs increase? Explain.

 Figure 5.6 Production, Costs, and Revenues

 When we add the costs and revenues to the production schedule, we can find the firm’s 
profits. Note that fixed costs don’t change. Marginal cost and marginal revenue are used 
to determine the level of productivity with the maximum level of profits.

 Economic Analysis  How do total costs differ from marginal costs?

total cost the sum 
of fixed costs and 
variable costs

marginal cost 
extra cost of producing 
one additional unit of 
production

S

C
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S  Skill Practice
Analyzing Graphs Ask: What 
is the most number of workers 
that can be hired before negative 
returns cause output to fall? (10) 
How many new workers will give 
the greatest total profit? (8) Why 
do the numbers in the total fixed 
cost column stay the same? (Fixed 
costs remain the same regardless of 
the level of production or services 
offered.)  OL 

C  Critical Thinking
Defending Ask students 
whether they agree with 
this statement and why:
The most useful measure
of cost is marginal cost.  OL 

Answer: Total cost is the sum 
of the fixed and variable costs. 
Marginal cost is the extra cost 
incurred when producing one 
more unit of output.

Economic Analysis

 

Reading Check Answer: No; 
fixed costs remain the same 
regardless of the business’s 
rate of output.

Learning from Supply and Demand Curves

Objective: Understand the relationship among demand, 
supply, and price.

Focus/Teach: Ask students to define each term. Review the 
graphs, and then have students answer 
the activity questions.

Assess: Discuss students’ reasoning for their choices.

Close: Ask students to list other goods that are affected 
by even slight changes in supply or demand.

Differentiated Instruction Strategies
 BL  Fill in the graphs for students before 
they answer the activity questions.

 AL  Ask students how fixed, variable, 
total, and marginal costs apply to the 
crude oil industry.

 ELL  Assign small groups a term or 
concept from the activity to explain to 
the class.

Figure 1. World Demand for Crude Oil

Quantity Demanded
Price per Barrel (million barrels per day)

$5 72

$10 67

$15 62

$20 58

$25 56

$30 54

$35 52

$40 49

$45 48

$50 48

$55 47

$60 47

Figure 2. Daily Demand for Crude Oil

Million Barrels per Day
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Hands-On Economics 5

L EARNING FROM SUPPLY AND DEMAND
CURVES
Businesses and governments must keep a constant watch on factors that influence supply
and demand. Even slight changes in supply or demand for a good may signal a need for a
price adjustment or policy change. One of the most significant products that is subject to
such change is crude oil. That is because demand for crude oil is strong, especially in indus-
trial nations, and because political events may cause big changes in supply. This activity
will help you build models to understand how the demand for oil and supply of oil operate.
(The figures below are not intended to reflect current world conditions.)

Instructions: You may do this activity by yourself. However, with the teacher’s permis-
sion, you may want to have a partner or two work together with you to complete the
activity. You will need pencils or pens of two different colors, some paper, and your
textbook. A calculator would also help you do the math.  

STEP 1. GRAPHING DEMAND

Remember that price and demand have an inverse relationship. As the price rises, demand
falls.  Use the information in Figure 1 to graph daily demand for crude oil on Figure 2 below.
First, place a dot at each point on the graph to represent how many million barrels would be
demanded at each price listed on the left. Then connect the dots. 

Hands-On Economics, 
p. 5
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CHAPTER 5 Supply 135

Applying Cost Principles
MAIN Idea  Fixed and variable costs affect the 

way a business operates.

Economics & You Have you or anyone you 
know purchased something on the Internet? Read on 
to find out about the costs of doing business online.

The types of cost a firm faces may affect 

the way it operates. That is why owners 

analyze the costs they incur when they run 

their business.

Costs and Business Operation
For reasons largely related to costs, many 

stores are flocking to the Internet, making 

it one of the fastest-growing areas of busi-

ness today. Stores do this because the over-

head, or the fixed costs of operation, on the 

Internet is so low. Another reason is that a 

firm does not need as much inventory.

People engaged in e-commerce—an 

 electronic business conducted over the 

Internet—do not need to spend a large sum 

of money to rent a building and stock it 

with inventory. Instead, for just a fraction 

of the cost of a typical store, 

the  e-commerce business 

owner can purchase Web 

access along with an e-com-

merce software package that 

provides everything from 

Web catalog pages to order-

ing, billing, and accounting 

software. Then, the owner of 

the  e-commerce business 

store inserts pictures and 

descriptions of the products 

for sale into the software and 

loads the program.

When customers visit the 

“store” on the Web, they see 

a range of goods for sale. In 

some cases, the owner has 

the merchandise in stock; in 

other cases, the merchant 

simply forwards the orders 

to a distribution center that 

handles the shipping. Either 

way, the fixed costs of operation are signifi-

cantly lower than they would be in a typi-

cal retail store.

Break-Even Point
Finally, when a business knows about its 

costs, it can find the level of production 

that generates just enough revenue to cover 

its total operating costs. This is called the 

break-even point. For example, in Figure 

5.6, the break-even point is between 7 and 

20 units of total product, so at least two 

workers would have to be hired to break 

even.

However, the break-even point only tells 

the firm how much it has to produce to 

cover its costs. Most businesses want to do 

more—they want to maximize the amount 

of profits they can make, not just cover 

their costs. To do this, they will have to 

apply the principles of marginal analysis to 

their costs and revenues.

Reading Check Contrasting What are the 
differences between an e-commerce store and a 
traditional business?

E-Commerce
Companies such as 
Amazon.com have 
been able to offer a 
wide range of products 
while keeping their 
overhead low.  What 
helps e-commerce 
firms to reduce cost?

e-commerce 
electronic business 
conducted over the 
Internet

break-even 
point  production 
level where total cost 
equals total revenue

D

C
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D   Differentiated 
Instruction

Intrapersonal Have students 
make a list in their journals of 
e-commerce businesses that they 
or their family visit on the Web. 
Next, ask students to share their 
preference of shopping—
traditional, e-commerce, or 
both—and why.  OL 

C  Critical Thinking
Hypothesizing Ask: What 
might happen if a business does 
not know its break-even point? 
Explain. (If a business does not 
understand how much revenue 
it must generate to cover its total 
operating costs, it may lose money 
and fail.)  OL 

Caption Answer: low overhead

Reading Check Answer: 
E-commerce stores do not 
have to pay rent or keep large 
inventories. Traditional stores 
have a greater overhead.

 

Leveled Activities
 BL  Reteaching Activities, p. 5
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Name Date Class

S UPPLY
The concept of supply explains important economic behaviors. Several factors can influence
supply. Understanding the Law of Supply and the factors that can change supply provides a
basis for learning the theory of production and how cost is measured.

Directions: Complete the following outline to organize concepts about supply.

I. Supply is .

A. The Law of Supply states that .

B. The market supply curve shows .

C. A change in quantity supplied is shown as .

D. A change in supply is a change in .

1. An increase in supply is shown by a shift of the supply curve to the .

2. A decrease in supply is shown by a shift of the supply curve to the .

3. The factors that cause a change in supply are .

E. Supply elasticity explains how a change in responds to a change in .

1. Supply is elastic when .

2. Supply is inelastic when .

3. Supply is unit elastic when .

II. In the theory of production, labor is often thought of as the factor of production.

A. shows how total output changes when the amount of a single input changes.

B. Output is measured by the marginal product, which is .

C. The three stages of production help companies determine .

1. is when the marginal product of each additional worker increases.

2. is when production still grows but by smaller amounts.

3. begins when too many workers are hired and total output decreases.

III. Businesses must analyze to make production decisions.

A. There are four types of cost.

1. is the cost that a business incurs even if there is no activity.

2. is a cost that changes when the business’s rate of operation or output changes.

3. is the sum of the fixed and variable costs.

4. is the extra cost incurred when a business produces one additional unit of a product.

B. The break-even point is .

C. Total revenue is equal to .

D. Marginal revenue is .

E. Marginal analysis is .

F. When marginal cost is exactly equal to , the quantity of output occurs.
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Math Practice for Economics 5

The Law of Supply states that the quantity supplied varies directly with its price. Varies directly means that when one
variable gets larger, the other variable gets larger, as in the equation y � 3x: when x � 1, y � 3; when x � 2, y � 6;
when x � 3, y � 9; when x � 4, y � 12; and so on.

Directions: Answer the following questions.

Varies directly can also mean that when one variable gets smaller, the other variable gets smaller, as in y � x/2: when 

x � 10, y � (1) ; when x � 6, y � (2) ; and when x � 2, y � (3) .

Variables are things that change. The variables to consider in the Law of Supply are quantity and price. If the

quantity supplied varies directly with the price, an increase in price will mean a corresponding increase in quantity

supplied.

Supply is easier to understand if you take the point of view of the supplier. Imagine that you supply labor. If

someone offers you $10 an hour for tutoring after school, you are more likely to want to work more hours than if

they offered you only $2 an hour.

Compare the two situations. How many hours would you have to tutor at $2 an hour to equal the pay you

would get for 4 hours at $10 an hour? (4)
The truth is that though you might not feel like giving up 20 hours a week at $2 an hour for a total of 

(5) $ , you might gladly give up 20 hours a week at $10 an hour for a total of 

(6) $ .

Now you think about it. How many hours would you be willing to spend a week tutoring at $2 an hour? In your

opinion: (7) At $10 an hour? In your opinion: (8)
There are other factors that affect supply. Imagine that you have an outlet for the beaded earrings you make.

Each pair of earrings costs you $1 in supplies and takes about 2 hours to make. If you work 10 hours a week, you

make (9) pairs at a cost of (10) . If you sell each pair for $5, your profit is 

(11) .

Soon you get an offer to sell your earrings at $10 a pair, so you work 14 hours a week. You make 

(12) pairs and a profit of (13) .

One day you discover a cheaper source for your wire and beads, so the cost of making the earrings drops $.25 a

pair. Since you are now making a profit of (14) on each pair, you are inspired to work more hours.

You put in 18 hours, making (15) pairs. Your total profit is (16) . This is an

example of how a change in the cost of input (wire and beads) causes a change in supply.

Name Date Class

5

A PPLYING THE LAW OF SUPPLY

 OL  Math Practice for Economics, p. 5

he growing myth that corn is a cure-all for our energy
woes is leading us toward a potentially dangerous global
fight for food. While crop-based ethanol—the latest craze
in alternative energy—promises a guilt-free way to keep
our gas tanks full, the reality is that overuse of our agri-
cultural resources could have consequences even more
drastic than, say, being deprived of our SUVs. It could
leave much of the world hungry.

We are facing an epic competition between the 800
million motorists who want to protect their mobility and
the two billion poorest people in the world who simply
want to survive. In effect, supermarkets and service sta-
tions are now competing for the same resources. 

This year cars, not people, will claim most of the
increase in world grain consumption. The problem is sim-
ple: It takes a whole lot of agricultural produce to create a
modest amount of automotive fuel. 

The grain required to fill a 25-gallon SUV gas tank
with ethanol, for instance, could feed one person for a
year. If today’s entire U.S. grain harvest were converted
into fuel for cars, it would still satisfy less than one-sixth of
U.S. demand. 

The U.S. Department of Agriculture reports that
world grain consumption will increase by 20 million tons
this year, roughly 1%. Of that, 14 million tons will be used
to fuel cars in the U.S., leaving only six million tons to
cover the world’s growing food needs. 

Already commodity prices are rising. Sugar prices
have doubled over the past 18 months (driven in part by
Brazil’s use of sugar cane for fuel), and world corn and
wheat prices are up one-fourth so far this year. 

For the world’s poorest people, many of whom spend
half or more of their income on food, rising grain prices
can quickly become life threatening.

Once stimulated solely by government subsidies, bio-
fuel production is now being driven largely by the
runaway price of oil. Many food commodities, including

corn, wheat, rice, soybeans, and sugar cane, can be con-
verted into fuel; thus the food and energy economies are
beginning to merge. 

The market is setting the price for farm commodities
at their oil-equivalent value. As the price of oil climbs, so
will the price of food. 

In some U.S. Cornbelt states, ethanol distilleries are
taking over the corn supply. In Iowa, 25 ethanol plants are
operating, four are under construction, and another 26
are planned. 

Iowa State University economist Bob Wisner observes
that if all those plants are built, distilleries would use the
entire Iowa corn harvest. In South Dakota, ethanol distil-
leries are already claiming over half that state’s crop. 

In effect, supermarkets and service

stations are now competing for 

the same resources.

The key to lessening demand for grain is to commer-
cialize ethanol production from cellulosic materials such as
switchgrass or poplar trees, a prospect that is at least five
years away. 

Malaysia, the leading exporter of palm oil, is emerg-
ing as the biofuel leader in Asia. But after approving 32
biodiesel refineries within the past 15 months, it recently
suspended further licensing while it assesses the adequa-
cy of its palm oil supplies. Fast-rising global demand for
palm oil for both food and biodiesel purposes, coupled
with rising domestic needs, has the government con-
cerned that there will not be enough to go around.

There are truly guilt-free alternatives to using food-
based fuels. The equivalent of the 3% of U.S. automotive
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Primary and Secondary Source Readings 9

Name Date Class 

A PPETITE FOR DESTRUCTION
When demand exceeds supply, prices can soar. This is especially evident at the gas pump. As a
result of rising gas prices, people have become more and more interested in alternative sources
of fuel. Yet these alternative fuels may create supply problems of their own, according to Lester
Brown, president of the Earth Policy Institute. As you read the article below, consider the
impact that ethanol and other biofuels may have on the world’s food supply. Then answer the
questions that follow.

5

T

 AL   Primary and Secondary Source 
Readings, p. 9
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Marginal Analysis and 
Profit Maximization
MAIN Idea  Businesses compare marginal 

revenue with marginal cost to find the level of 
production that maximizes profits.

Economics & You You just learned about the 
importance of costs to a business. Read on to learn 
how businesses use this information to maximize 
their profits.

Businesses use two key measures of rev-

enue to find the amount of output that will 

produce the greatest profits. The first is 

total revenue, and the second is marginal 

revenue. The marginal revenue is com-

pared to marginal cost to find the optimal 

level of production.

Total Revenue
The total revenue is all the revenue that 

a business receives. In the case of the firm 

shown in Figure 5.6 on page 134, total rev-

enue is equal to the number of units sold 

multi plied by the average price per unit. 

So, if seven units are sold at $15 each, the 

total revenue is $105. If 10 workers are 

hired and their 148 units of total output sell 

for $15 each, then total revenue is $2,220. 

The calculation is the same for any level of 

output in the table.

Marginal Revenue
The more important measure of revenue 

is marginal revenue, the extra revenue a 

business receives from the production and 

sale of one additional unit of output. You 

can find the marginal revenue in Figure 5.6 

by dividing the change in total revenue by 

the marginal product.

For example, when the business employs 

five workers, it produces 90 units of output 

and generates $1,350 of total revenue. If a 

sixth worker is added, output increases by 

20 units and total revenues increase to 

$1,650. If we divide the change in total rev-

enue ($300) by the marginal product (20), 

we have marginal revenue of $15.

&
The Global Economy 
YOU

It Is a Small World . . . After All
If you can’t find a product at a local store, you can 

browse millions of Internet sources to find what you’re 
looking for. It’s a simple process that, like any other 
transaction, involves a buyer and a seller. The Internet 
serves as a neutral venue for buyers and sellers to come 
together. What makes this such a unique global process 
is the efficient shipping that allows you to receive your 
product in a matter of days from such faraway places as 
China, the United Kingdom, and Australia.

Previously a luxury, shipping goods from country to 
country—and continent to continent—has expanded the 
global marketplace with overnight and express mail 
options. Companies such as DHL, FedEx, and UPS work 
around the clock—and around the world—delivering 
packages to businesses and consumers. FedEx, for 
example, operates 120 flights weekly to and from Asia, 
including 26 out of China alone.

total revenue 
total amount earned 
by a firm from the sale 
of its products

marginal 
 revenue  extra 
revenue from the sale 
of one additional unit 
of output

C

W

R
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C  Critical Thinking
Formulating Questions
Before reading the subsection, 
have students write two questions 
they have about the topic. After 
reading, have students try to find 
the answers to their questions in 
the text. If they can’t find them, 
have students research to find 
the answers.  OL 

W  Writing Support
Expository Writing Have 
students write a paragraph 
explaining the two key measures 
of revenue that businesses use, 
including a description of each 
kind of revenue and how it 
is calculated.  OL 

R  Reading Strategy
Visualizing Have students 
define the term generates. (creates 
or produces) Ask: What could you 
visualize to help you remember 
the meaning of generates? 
(Possible answer: a factory 
producing stacks of money)  BL 

Graphing the Law of Supply
Step 3: Adding Information to the 
Production Schedule. Students will 
create costs columns, revenue columns, 
and a profit column for their business.

Directions: Have students follow these 
steps to add their schedules:
1. Estimate total fixed costs and variable 

costs columns.
• Compute the total cost by adding the 

fixed and variable columns.

• Determine the marginal cost by 
dividing the variable cost of one unit 
by the marginal product of each new 
worker added.

2. Calculate the total revenue column.
It is equal to the number of units sold 
multiplied by the average price per unit.

3. Find the marginal revenue by dividing 
the change in total revenue by the 
marginal product if one worker 
is added. 

4. Conduct a marginal analysis to 
determine whether additional benefits 

are greater than the extra costs. This is 
done by adding more variable inputs 
(workers) and comparing the extra 
benefit (marginal revenue) to the 
additional cost (marginal cost). 

5. Calculate the total profits by subtracting 
the total cost from the total revenue.

6. Decide the profit-maximizing quantity 
of output by identifying marginal cost 
and marginal revenue as the same.  OL 

(Chapter Project continued in Visual Summary.)
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Review SECTION

3

As long as every unit of output sells for 

$15, the marginal revenue earned by the 

sale of one more unit will always be $15. 

For this reason, the marginal revenue 

appears to be constant at $15 for every level 

of output in Figure 5.6. In reality, this may 

not always be the case, as businesses often 

find that marginal revenues vary.

Marginal Analysis
Most people, as well as most businesses, 

use marginal analysis, a type of decision 

making that compares the extra benefits of 

an action to the extra costs of taking the 

action. Marginal analysis is useful in a num-

ber of situations, from our own individual 

decision making to production decisions 

made by corporations.

In the case of our own individual deci-

sion making, it is usually best for us to take 

small, incremental steps to determine if the 

additional benefits from each step are 

greater than the additional costs. A busi-

ness does the same thing. It adds more 

variable inputs (workers) and then com-

pares the extra benefit (marginal revenue) 

to the additional cost (marginal cost). If the 

extra benefit exceeds the extra cost, then 

the firm hires another worker.

Profit Maximization
We can now use marginal analysis to find 

the level of output that maximizes profits 

for the business represented in Figure 5.6. 

The business would hire the sixth worker, 

for example, because the extra output 

would cost only $4.50 to produce while 

generating $15 in new revenues. 

Having made a profit with the sixth 

worker, the business would hire the seventh 

and eighth workers for the same reason. 

While the addition of the ninth worker nei-

ther adds to nor takes away from total prof-

its, the firm would have no incentive to hire 

the tenth worker. If it did, it would quickly 

discover that profits would go down, and it 

would go back to using nine workers.

When marginal cost is less than marginal 

revenue, more variable inputs should be 

hired to expand output. Eventually, the 

profit-maximizing quantity of output is 

reached when marginal cost and marginal 

revenue are equal, as shown in the last col-

umn in Figure 5.6. Other levels of output 

may generate equal profits, but none will 

be more profitable.

Reading Check Summarizing Why do people, 
especially business owners, use marginal analysis?

Vocabulary
1. Explain  the significance of fixed costs, overhead, 

variable costs, total cost, marginal cost, e-commerce, 
break-even point, total revenue, marginal revenue, mar-
ginal analysis, and profit-maximizing quantity of output.

Main Ideas
2. Identifying Use a graphic organizer like the one below 

to identify examples of both fixed and variable costs.

3. Explaining What is the difference between break-even 
output and profit-maximizing quantity of output?

Critical Thinking
4. The BIG Idea Explain how businesses use marginal 

analysis to maximize profits.

5. Analyzing Visuals Look at Figure 5.6 on page 134. Using 
the numbers in the figure, write a paragraph to explain in 
your own words how many workers this company should 
hire and why it should make this decision. Provide specific 
examples based on the information in the table.

6. Inferring If the total output of a business increases, 
what will happen to fixed costs? To variable costs? 

Applying Economics 

7. Total Cost Many plants use several shifts of workers in 
order to operate 24 hours a day. How do a plant’s fixed and 
variable costs affect its decision to operate around the clock?

Review

SECTION

3

Student Web 
Activity Visit the 
Economics: Principles 
and Practices Web site 
at glencoe.com and 
click on Chapter 5— 
Student Web Activities
for an activity on the 
operation of a 
company.

Variable CostsFixed Costs

marginal 
 analysis  decision 
making that compares 
the extra costs of doing 
something to the extra 
benefits gained

profit-
 maximizing 
quantity of 
 output  level of 
production where 
marginal cost is equal 
to marginal revenue

CHAPTER 5 Supply 137

W
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W  Writing Support
Expository Writing Tell 
students that the U.S. Constitution 
established a climate for profit 
maximizing by supporting property 
rights, enforcing contracts, giving 
the federal government control 
over monetary matters, and not 
creating trade barriers among 
states. Ask students to research and 
write about the Constitution and 
laws that affect business’s drive to 
maximize profits.  AL 

Reading Check Answer: to 
compare the extra benefits of
an action to the extra costs
of taking the action

 

Assess
 Use the Interactive Tutor

Self-Assessment CD-ROM to 
review Section 3, and then assign 
the Section 3 Review as homework 
or as an in-class activity.

Close
Making Connections Ask: How 
could this chapter help a person 
starting a business?  OL 

Answers

1. All definitions can be found in the section 
and the Glossary.

2. Fixed costs include rent or mortgage, 
property taxes, executive salaries, truck/car 
payments, and depreciation on capital 
goods. Variable costs include wages, 
electricity, shipping costs, and raw materials.

3. The break-even point is the production level 
where total cost equals total revenue. The 
profit-maximizing quantity of output is the 
production level where marginal cost is 
equal to marginal revenue.

4. Marginal analysis compares the extra 
benefits of an action to the extra costs of 
taking the action. When marginal cost and 
marginal revenue are equal, businesses 
know that they’ve reached the maximum 
level of profits.

5. Students’ paragraphs will vary but should 
identify the optimal number of workers as 
10. At this level, workers are still making a 
positive impact on output; with the addition 
of one more worker, the total product begins 
to decrease.

6. Fixed costs will not change. Variable costs 
will increase as output increases.

7. Fixed costs have no bearing because they 
remain constant. Variable costs will increase 
as output increases. Businesses must 
compare marginal costs and marginal 
revenue to decide the optimal number 
of hours to operate.
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Support

NEWSCLIP

$14.88
16.99

7.98
9.83

11.99
7.98
7.00

11.89
7.98

12.77
12.99

7.98

Price

Wal-Mart
Target

S&B’s
Wal-Mart

Target
S&B’s

Wal-Mart
Target

S&B’s
Wal-Mart

Target
S&B’s

Store

Carpenter jeans 

Polo shirt 

Baseball cap 

Hooded sweatshirt 

Item

Sources: www.walmart.com, www.target.com, www.steveandbarrys.com 

Steven Shore and Barry Prevor love to fill a void —

about 3.5 million square feet of it. That’s how much 

space Steve & Barry’s University Sportswear took 

in U.S. shopping centers last year, the most of any 

mall-based chain.

The co-CEOs soaked up that space by opening 

62 supermarket-sized stores, almost doubling their 

outlets in one year, to 134. The privately held chain, 

which lures shoppers with casual clothing priced 

at $7.98 or less—a 40% discount to prices at Wal-

Mart Stores Inc. and Target Corp.—plans to operate 

more than 200 stores by yearend.

. . . How can Steve & Barry’s charge so little? One 

reason: the cut-rate deals it negotiates with land-

lords. Most of its stores are in middle-market malls, 

which have seen rising vacancies. . . . 

Low rents are hardly the only way the men keep 

costs low. While malls usually give new tenants 

allowances of $20 to $30 a square foot to build inte-

riors, the popularity of Steve & Barry’s has allowed 

the chain to command [allowances] as high as $80, 

considerably more than actual costs. . . .  

Steve & Barry’s also saves money in purchasing. 

It buys direct from overseas factories, like many 

others, but cuts costs by accepting longer lead 

times. It also saves by offering steady production 

throughout the year rather than seasonal ramp-

ups. The chain cuts expenses further by deft navi-

gation of import quotas and duties. . . . That’s why 

it buys more from factories in Africa and less from 

China than many rivals—most African countries 

face neither U.S. quotas nor duties. Advertising 

isn’t an expense Steve & Barry’s wrestles with, 

either—it relies mostly on word of mouth.

—Reprinted from BusinessWeek

Profit maximization is the goal of all American businesses. 
Many increase profits by keeping costs as low as possible. 

One company has taken cost-cutting to new “lows”: Steve & 
Barry’s University Sportswear.

Steve & Barry’s Rules the Mall

Examining the Newsclip

1. Summarizing How has Steve & Barry’s University 
Sportswear cut costs?

2. Making Connections How do the cost-cutting steps 
help Steve & Barry’s increase its profits?

138 UNIT 2 Microeconomics: Prices and Markets
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Teach

D   Differentiated 
Instruction

Logical/Mathematical 
Ask: How much would you 
spend at each store if you 
bought all four items? (Wal-Mart: 
$44.48; Target: $53.86; Steve & 
Barry’s: $31.92)  OL 

To find up-to-date news and 
analysis on the economy, 
business, technology, markets, 
entrepreneurs, investments, and 
finance, have students search 
feature articles and special 
reports on the BusinessWeek Web 
site, www.businessweek.com.

Answers:
1. makes cut-rate deals with 

landlords, avoids import 
duties and quotas by buying 
from factories in Africa, and 
accepts longer lead times 
when buying direct from 
overseas factories

2. They keep overhead low.

Examining the Newsclip

Extending the Content

Friends and Business Partners Steve 
and Barry knew each other long before they 
became business partners in a unique 
venture that had them opening hundreds 
of stores across the United States. They 
were first childhood friends in New York. 
As teenagers, they started screen-printing 
T-shirts and selling them at nearby flea 
markets for $1.00 each. In 1985 Steve and

Barry opened a collegiate apparel store 
at the University of Pennsylvania, where 
students could purchase collegiate-licensed 
clothing for lower prices than were found 
at the campus bookstore. The business 
partners soon opened locations at other 
universities and in shopping malls across 
the country. Today, Steve & Barry’s carries 
the largest collection of collegiate-licensed

items in the nation. They have expanded 
their inventory to include men’s, women’s, 
and children’s casual clothing. The company 
also now sells licensed apparel from 
U.S. brands such as World Wrestling 
Entertainment (WWE), Ford, Kellogg’s, 
Hershey’s, and Marvel Comics.
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CHAPTER

5
Visual 

Summary

Hands-On
Chapter Project

Step 4: Wrap Up

Visual Summary
Study anywhere, anytime!
Download quizzes and flash cards to your 
PDA from glencoe.com.

CHAPTER

5
Law of Supply When the price of a product goes up, quantity supplied goes up. 
When the price goes down, quantity supplied goes down.

Production Function The production function 
helps us find the optimal number of variable 
units (labor) to be used in production. As workers 
are added in Stage I, production increases at an 
increasing rate. In Stage II, production increases 
at a decreasing rate because of diminishing returns. 
In Stage III, production decreases because more 
workers cannot make a positive contribution.

Cost and Revenue While businesses have several types of costs, they can find the profit-
maximizing quantity of output by comparing marginal cost to their marginal revenue.

When the  
price goes  

up . . . 

When the  
price goes  

up . . . 

quantity 
supplied
goes up. 

quantity 
supplied
goes up. 

When the  
price goes  
down . . . 

When the  
price goes  
down . . . 

quantity 
supplied

goes
down. 

quantity 
supplied

 goes
down. 

THE PRODUCTION FUNCTION 

To
ta

l p
ro

d
u

ct

Variable input: number of workers 

Stage I Stage II Stage III 
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20

Marginal 
cost (MC) :

extra cost per 
additional

unit of output 

Fixed cost:
always the same  
and always has 

to be paid 

Variable cost:
varies depending  

on level of  
production Profit- 

maximizing quantity 
of output 

If MC = MR

RevenueCost

Marginal 
revenue (MR):
extra revenue 

from one 
additional

unit of output 

Total revenue:
revenue based  
on number of

units multiplied
by average  

price per unit 
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Contrasting Have students 
look at the production function 
and describe the shape of the 
curve as it goes from one stage 
to the next. Then have them 
explain the reason that the curve 
changes in this way. (Answers will 
vary, but students should be able to 
verbalize that the curve rises sharply 
during Stage I, rises more gently in 
Stage II, and slopes downward in 
Stage III. The sharp rise in Stage I 
indicates increases at a consistently 
higher rate. Stage II indicates slower 
increases at a higher rate. Stage III 
indicates decreases.)  AL 

Problem-Solving Remind 
students that when the marginal 
cost is equal to the marginal 
revenue, profit-maximizing 
quantity of output is reached. 
Ask: What steps can a company 
take if marginal cost is less 
than marginal revenue? (Expand 
output by hiring workers, increasing 
production, and so on.) How would 
that help equalize marginal cost 
and marginal revenue? (Expanding 
output would increase marginal cost, 
eventually increasing it to become 
equal with marginal revenue.)  OL 

Graphing the Law of Supply
Step 4: Bringing It All Together.
Students will synthesize what they learned in 
previous steps.

Directions: Have students resume work in 
their groups. Instruct each group to compile 
their work throughout the chapter into a booklet. 
The booklet should include their graphs and 
summary reports from Step 1 and the steps in 
creating a production schedule from Steps 2

and 3. Then have students use the materials to 
make a final production schedule graph. Review 
the Big Ideas with students by asking volunteers 
to explain how the production of goods and 
services is motivated by a firm’s profit motive. 
Have students respond by writing several lines 
in their notebooks.  OL 
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Review Content Vocabulary
On a separate sheet of paper, write the letter of the key 
term that best matches each definition below.

 a. change in quantity supplied g. production function
 b. diminishing returns h. Law of Supply
 c. fixed costs i. total cost
 d. marginal analysis j. change in supply
 e. marginal product k. overhead
 f. marginal revenue l. total product

 1. a production cost that does not change as total 
business output changes

 2. decision making that compares the additional costs 
with the additional benefits of an action

 3. associated with Stage II of production

 4. situation where the amount of products for sale 
changes while the price remains the same

 5. a graphical representation of the theory of production

 6. the additional output produced when one additional 
unit of input is added

 7. change in total revenue from the sale of one additional 
unit of output

 8. change in the amount of products for sale when the 
price changes

 9. the sum of variable and fixed costs

 10. principle that more will be offered for sale at high 
prices than at lower prices

 11. total output produced by a firm

 12. total fixed costs

Review Academic Vocabulary
On a separate sheet of paper, write a paragraph about 
“supply” that uses all of the following terms.

 13. interaction 16. contributes
 14. various 17. conducted
 15. hypothetical 18. generates

Review Main Ideas
Section 1 (pages 117–125)

19. Describe  what economists mean by supply.

20. Distinguish  between the individual supply curve and 
the market supply curve.

21. Describe the factors that can cause a change in supply.

22. Identify  the three types of elasticity, using a graphic 
organizer similar to the one below.

Section 2 (pages 127–130)

23. Explain  the difference between total product and 
marginal product.

24. Describe  the three stages of production.

Section 3 (pages 132–137)

25. Describe  the relationship between marginal cost and 
total cost.

26. Explain  the difference between fixed and variable costs.

27. Discuss why businesses analyze their costs.

28. Explain  how businesses determine their profit 
maximization output.

Critical Thinking
29. The BIG Idea Imagine that gas prices have increased 

to $5.00 per gallon. What will happen to the supply of 
fuel-efficient cars in the short run and in the long run? 
Explain.

30. Determining Cause and Effect Explain why 
e-commerce reduces fixed costs.

Assessment & Activities
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This easy-to-use software includes 
extensive question banks and 
allows you to create fully 
customized tests that can be 
administered in print or online.

Review Content Vocabulary
 1. c 2. d
 3. b 4. j
 5. g 6. e
 7. f 8. a
 9. i 10. h
 11. l 12. k

Review Academic 
Vocabulary
 13.–18. Sentences should show 

that students have a clear 
understanding of the 
academic vocabulary in 
an economic context.

Review the Main Ideas
 19. the amount of a good or 

service that the producer is 
willing and able to provide

 20. individual curve relates to a 
single firm; market curve 
relates to all firms producing 
the same product

 21. Descriptions will vary, but 
students should identify 
these factors: cost of 
resources; productivity; 
technology; taxes and 
subsidies; expectations; 
government regulations; 
number of sellers.

 22. Elastic: change in price 
causes relatively large 
change in quantity supplied. 
Inelastic: change in price 
causes relatively smaller 
change in quantity supplied. 
Unit elastic: change in price 
causes proportional change 
in quantity supplied.

 23. total product: total output 
produced by the firm; 
marginal product: extra 

output caused by adding one more unit 
of variable output

 24. Stage I (increasing marginal returns), 
Stage II (decreasing marginal returns), 
Stage III (negative marginal returns)

 25. Total costs equal fixed plus variable costs. 
Marginal costs equal the increase in total 
variable costs from producing one more 
unit of output.

 26. Fixed costs do not change; variable costs 
change with a change in output.

 27. to make production decisions concerning 
efficiency

 28. They determine the point where their 
marginal revenue equals marginal costs.

Critical Thinking
 29. Answers will vary but should note that in 

the short run, there is no change. In the 
long run, there will be an increase. 

 30. It does not require a lot of money to rent 
a building and stock inventory.
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31. Making Generalizations Why might production 
functions tend to differ from one firm to another?

32. Interpreting Return to the chapter opener activity on 
page 116. Now that you have learned about supply, 
review the questions you answered at the beginning of 
the chapter. How would you revise your earlier 
decisions on services and prices, and why?

33. Understanding Cause and Effect According to the 
Law of Supply, what will happen to the number of 
products a firm offers for sale when prices go down? 
What will happen if the cost of production increases 
while prices remain the same?

34. Drawing Conclusions Use a graphic organizer like the 
one below to illustrate what will happen to supply in 
each of the situations provided.

Applying Economic Concepts
35. Marginal Analysis Think about a recent decision you 

made in which you used the tools of marginal analysis. 
Describe in detail the problem, the individual steps you 
took to solve the problem, and the point at which you 
stopped taking further steps. Explain why you decided 
to make no further changes.

36. Overhead Overhead is a concern not just for 
businesses, but also for individuals. What overhead 
costs do you have to take into consideration if you want 
to own a car?

Thinking Like an Economist
 37. Label the following actions according to their 

placement in the stages of production: 

a. After many hours of studying, you are forgetting some 
of the material you learned earlier.

 b. You are studying for a test and learning rapidly.
 c. After a few hours, you are still learning but not as fast 

as before.

Analyzing Visuals
38. Making Connections Look at Panel B in Figure 5.5 on 

page 128. Describe the shape of the curve as it goes 
through the three different stages. How does the shape 
correspond to the total product and the marginal 
product listed in Panel A?

Writing About Economics
 39.  Persuasive Writing   Research the way government 

regulates a business or industry in your region. Write a 
short paper discussing how you think the regulation 
affects the supply curve of the product both for the firm 
and for the industry.   

Math Practice
 40. Using the schedule below as a starting point, create a 

supply schedule and a supply curve that shows the 
following information: American automakers are willing 
to sell 200,000 cars per year when the price of a car is 
$20,000. They are willing to sell 400,000 when the price 
is $25,000 and 600,000 at a price of $30,000.

Self-Check Quiz Visit the 
Economics: Principles and Practices Web site at glencoe.com and click 
on Chapter 5—Self-Check Quizzes to prepare for the chapter test.

200,000

Quantity supplied

$20,000

$25,000

Price

CHAPTER 5 Supply 141

Oranges

Tractors

Federal taxes

increase

Damaging

frost

Costs

decrease

Cars
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 31. Production functions tend to differ 
because the mix of inputs, the quality 
of inputs, and/or the quantity of inputs 
differs from firm to firm. Firms reach the 
points of diminishing or negative returns 
at different points because the businesses 
themselves vary.

 32. Answers will vary, but students will 
likely revise their predictions now that 
they are more knowledgeable about 
supply and pricing.

 33. If prices go down, suppliers will offer 
less for sale at lower prices. If the cost of 
production increases while prices remain 
the same, suppliers will offer less for sale.

 34. Oranges: supply drops. Tractors: supply 
increases. Cars: supply drops.

Applying Economic Concepts
 35. Answers will vary, but students should 

demonstrate a clear understanding 
of how marginal analysis operates
in their decisions.

 36. Answers will vary but may 
include the costs of car 
insurance, gasoline, and
oil changes.

Thinking Like an Economist
 37. a. Stage III
  b. Stage I
  c. Stage II

Analyzing Visuals
 38. In Stage I, the curve rises 

sharply. In Stage II, the curve 
still rises but not as sharply. In 
Stage III, the curve drops to 
previous levels. In relation to 
total product, the marginal 
product numbers increase 
greatly in Stage I, increase 
less in Stage II, and reflect 
negative numbers in Stage III.

Writing About Economics
 39. Answers will vary but should 

illustrate an understanding 
of the relationship between 
government regulations and 
the supply curve.

Math Practice
 40. Supply Schedule

Price Quantity 
Supplied

$20,000 200,000

$25,000 400,000

$30,000 600,000

Students’ supply curves 
should indicate an upward 
direction, illustrating an 
increase in both price and 
quantities supplied.

Have students visit the Web 
site at glencoe.com to review 
Chapter 5 and take the Self-
Check Quiz.
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